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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1908

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

sent manager of Hotel Latham in
this city died at Sebree this morning
at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Noe had been in
failing health for about a year, but
only in the last few days did her
condition become serious. YesterDEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE DELIV- day it was seen that stie could not
MEN CHARGED WITH NIGHT
NINE
MBER
SEPTE
survive much longer and the memARE FILED FOR THE
ERS
NON-ADDRESS
bers of the family were called home,
RIDING AT CADIZ
TERM OF COURT.
all of them reaching the bedside
Will be One of The Attractions With
several hours before death came.
Mrs. Noe was a member of the
Robinson's Circus.
y
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Explain
And
Circus
Big
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John
The
her daily life, gave evidence of her
$1,750.—Tw3 Suits Are Brought
ute to the Farmers.
billed for two performances on MonIndict Military.
She was fifty-five or fifty-six
faith.
Against City of Pembroke.
day September 21, and the advance
years of age, and is survived by her
couriers tell of an augmentation to
husband and six children. She had
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Sept. 17.— spent most of her life in Union countheir usual excellent program in the
shape of two compauies of U. S. John W. Kern, the Democratic can- ty and interment will take place at
Several more suits have been filed
CADIZ, Ky., Sept. 17.—After becavalry from the world's greatest didate for vice president, was the Morganfleld tomorrow.
for the coming term of circuit court.
ing out about four hours, the jury in
military riding school at Fort Riley, guest yesterday of the citizens of
Among these is one brought by
the case of commonwwealth against
Kansas. These dare-devil riders Louisville and Kentucky, receiving
After the Negroes.
Cherry Brothers against Christian
the nine alleged Night Riders chargtheir a hearty welcome, not only from the
with
world
the
ded
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have
HUMBOLDT, Tenn., Sept. 17.—
county, in which the plaintiffs pray
ed with whipping Dave Cossey, near
exhibition of horseman- Democratic leaders, by whom he "Warning to the men that keeps the
able
remark
They
$1,760.
for damages aggregating
Golden Pond, twelve miles west of
ship, and their addition to the usual was entertained at luncheon, but Nigor—you are running a risk of
the
with
ted
contrac
they
that
claim
here, last March, returned a verdict
orn a great crowd of people at the getting your house burned up and
excellent offering of his father of
commissioners appointed by the fisyesterday afternoon of not guilty.
after
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fair grounds, where he deliver- killed yourself."
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The above is a sample of notices
their place from which I ock was to
viction, and he finally came to the
military heads of Uncle 15,000 people were on the ground and that are reported to have been printthe
with
a
Palmyr
the
be secured to pike
other eleven.
Sam's army. Within the past few as many as could be seated in the ed on white cloth and posted on
road for a certain distance. AccordThe following report was made to
years the riding of the soldiers of big live stock pavilion crowded into public places in various section of
ing to this contract they claim that
th4 court by the Trigg county grand
Joins The Army.
the regular army in this country has the edifice to hear the candidate de- Crockett county. Another one in
which adjourned yesterday
the county was to supply a spring on
jury,
gMannin
of
in,
Shankl
Caliph
Mr.
been Drought to such a perfection liver a brief address. Mr. Kern the same neighborhood reads:
the place with a force pump and to
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listed for the Infantry branch of ser- • The grand jury of Trigg .county of their laurels, and the coming of the guest of a quasi-political organi- lst, 1908. Death to the man that
fences, crops, etc. According to their
vice and passed on excellent physi- desires to thank the court for court- the show will afford an opportunity zation, he had thrown his politics tears this down." This last sign has
allegations, the blasting has percal examination. He was sent im- esies extended. We have made a to witness the daily contests be- away for the time being as he en- been read bylhundreis of men who
manently sunk the spring for which
es of the sawdust tered the fair grounds. He gave an are not cowards, but it still stands
mediately to Jefferson Barracks,Xo. close examination of all the matters
say
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crusher with which to prepare stone house.

MANY NEW SUITS
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for the Pembnske and Fairview
road, but that Mr. Holman removed
his machine before the work was
completed which damaged him in
the sum of $500.
Two suits for damages were flied
against the city of Pembroke. One
of these was brought by Mrs. Fannie
C. Hollis and her husband, W. Hollis. The other is by Mrs. Hollis
alone. In the first named action the
plaintiffs say they own three lots in
Jameson's addition upon which
they built a home, but that College
street was raised in front:of their
property which caused it to overflow whenever it rained and that
the sewer was so faultily constructed
and badly attended to that the water
was not carried off.
In the other case Mrs. Hollis says
that another lot in the same addition, upon which she had built a
business house and on the rear of
which she grew a garden, was overflowed from the same cause which
ruined her garden and almost caused
her to lose her tenants. The damage in the first case is placed at
$1,500 and in the second at $2,000.

ARE WITTED

he investigated by future grand
juries, when conditions are changed
and witnesses can be secured. We
visited the jail and found it in good
condition.
L. J. HUTCHERSON, Foreman.

KERN AT LOUISVILLE

BLUE CLAD SOLDIERS.

MRS. NOE IS DEAD

Busy STORE

Special Offerings
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For

12.50 Friday and Saturday, Sept. 18-19
-.,
$1.50 , $1.95
This Style
Suit

1

In stripes and colors
Brown, Green, Wine
'Blue and Black,
and others

All Wool and
Strictly Tailored.
Guaranteed
Satin Lined.

Child'sEarly Fall Schoolelackeis

Stripes and checks, sizes 6 to 10 yrs.
I worth $2 to $2.50, Friday and Saturday at $1.50.

Checks and Striped Woolens, sizes.
14, 16 and 18, worth double. •
.

12 inch shirred flouncing, worth $2.00, bl,ack
only., Friday and Saturday at $1.39

Woolen, Striped and checks, also Covert Cloth, worth $3.75 to $5.00, Friday and Saturday at $2.95
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Genuine Heather Bloom Petticoats 11

Women's Light Weight Jackets

Misses Early Fall Jackets

71

All Rustling Silk Petticoats
12 inched Shirred and tucked, Black only,
Worth $3.50, Friday and Saturday $2.95

1

•

-'-71

Voile----The Newest Fads and Ideas

1 of Style and trimmings. Pleated, Flared and
Shealth effects; at $7.50 to $25.
1
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the way this reminds ins that I saw
Esq. Peter Rogers in the morning of
the day in which his spirit took its
fright in the same afternoon to the
"better land." He was so calm,
genial and good even to the last,
same noble hearted, jolly
COUNTY COMMITTEEARRANGES just the
ever companionable Peter Rogers.
S
ATION
FOR NOMIN
As II followed the bier to the old
family "grave yard" I wondered if
some one would:offer a tribute to the
memory of a man who had been betPraise Governor Willson For The ter to the world than to himself. Or
would he be left to sleep peacefully
Stand He Has Taken Against
with others who had lived there beViolations of Law.
fore, and his friends jog along in
the hum -drum of life while he was
quietly forgotten. I suppose it makes
no difference anyhow, but I believe
(From Saturday's Daily)
the world was composed of as
The Christian county Republican that if
•
as Peter Rogers, heaven
committee met this afternoon in the good people
be better than it will if
. county court room, Chairman A. would
by most of those who are
H. Anderson presiding. Next Sat- peopled
g on going there. Peter Rog-arday was set as the time in which countin
kept the best for himself,
candidates for judge and sheriff ers never
condemned anybody's recould qualify. If there is more than he never
or politics, never said ill of
one candidate for either office, nom- ligion
intentionally; 'tie true he
inations will be made Oct. 17 at a anyone
jolly and josh his friends
mass convention. Otherwise the would joke,
and almost all circumnominations will be made by the under any
stances. To illustrate in this conneccommittee.
of his old friends was
The following resolutions were tion, when one
on his death bed, Esq. Peter met
adopted.
the attending doctor about a mile
Belt resolved:—By the Republithe house of his sick
can executive committee of Chris- or more beyond
of his
tian county, First, that we heartily friend, and upon learning
can
indorse the action of the Republi
serious illness the 'squire remarked
national convention, and we recog- that he must turn and go back and
nize in William H. Taft the fittest
see him, as they had been friends
man in the nation for president.
Second. That we commend those since early manho3d. Upon arrivof a Democratic court of appeals ing at his ill friend's home he found
who fearlessly ,arose above petty him very low with consumption and
polititics and by their decision ine with the 'squire
dorsed and upheld the action of. yet able to convers
ng
in the good old way that they had
County Judge Prowse in removi
counthis
of
David Smith as sheriff
been want to do in (lays gone by.
w
Rensha
M.
ing
ty and appoint
However. his friend Jess was of a
in his stead, as it was purely the enturn of'mind and soon
forcement of the law, and we uo- very religious
reservedly indorse thc) upholding of turned the conversation in that diof law in any and all mattetrs.
rection. "Well, Peter," he says to
Fourth. That we heartily indorse 'Squire Rogers, "I am awful glad to
the state admisistratien, and as
is the last time
strongly as we can, do we indorse see you for this
in
will ever see you on earth, but I
Governor Augustus E. Willson
order;
and
law
his effort to enforce
hope we will meet in heaven where
times
all
at
order
and
law
for
we are
there will be no pain nor sorrow. I
and under any and all circumtell you, Peter, I am happy. I am
stances.
Fifth. We select and adopt. the log ready to go, my sins are all gone,
cabin, the same as adopted by the and I know I am going to heaven."
state Republican convention as the But Esq. Peter, wishing to jolly him
Republican device for the nominees
up a little says: "I don't know so
for all offices in this county.
much about that. Jess. I think it a
The third clause of the resolution
g
• little doubtful. I've been knowin
read as follows:
you a long time and you've done a
Third. That we recommend to the d-- lot of meanness. I'm not so
yet:1m of Christian county, Chas. 0.
with your case,
Prowse,as a proper and suitable man sure what we'll do
for county judge and J. M.Renshaw, Jess, but I think there's pretty good
as a proper and suitable man for grounds for a veto; anyhow I think
sheriff.
it will be contiued for more eviThis was eliminated by the pro- dence." In the meantime Jess beposer of the resolution, C.IR. Clark, gan to rally and was getting ready
when it was seen that to insist upon or a battle when the doctor anits adoption would precipitate a pro- nounced to the 'squire that they
test from some of the colored mem- must go, which ended the fun. And
bers of the committee.
this was characteristic of Peter
It is reported that H. H. Golay Rogers—always saw the optimistic
will, as well as Mr. Renshaw, be a side of life, and if possib.ie always
candidate for sheriff.
turned evil into good and darkness
into light.
But I must tell you that I am a
jolly happy school boy again, which
perhaps will Round very strange to
you after living over and over again
Los Angeles, Cal.,
all these years —since the seventies—
Sept. 6, 1908
bat I am! Have been to college
Editor New Era—
more than three years since 1900,
Just why I am writing you today and expect to go for perhaps two
I know not. I have thought of it years more. I am going to the top
many, many times since coming to "ceptin" I slip on the way. And
this fir-away California home. ] why not? What's the use in giving
and bowthought of it because I used to write up and thinking of old age g your
gruntin
and
back
your
ing
to the old New Era, and worked for life away? That's what is telling on
It long ago, away back in its infan- our generation today; too muei
cy, when our genial good old "Cy" worry; too much hustle, worry and
(Hiram) Brown used to write for it taxation; all telling and killing on
and canvass for it; away back in the the nervous syst,m, in fact the en'70s', when Dr.-Wm. Feland used to tire organism. Why, I worked hard
be in charge of the editorial depart- on the farm for my fattier fifteen
ment and later Jas. WoGd who years(because I had to) and taught
brought it so gloriously to the front school for thirty years and have
and established it apparently for all been trying to be a doctor for the
time to be; I knew it when Jim past six years, and yet I am only 21
Hays and Henry Wallis and Allen years old in feeling now, and anticiWallis and Fred Wallis and others pate 50 years of genial practice for
that I may not meniion were in some the benefit of suffering humanity,
way connected with it; yes I knew and then hope to retire to some hapit when Buggy Peay and "Vera" py. pleasant spot and build a beautiused to write for it, and when the ful home among my own vine and
leading citizens at that time in your fig trees, where I can ensconce my
town aid county, apparently well-to self within my own boudoir and for
do, blooming and blossoming for the next ter), years write a book of
happiness,though some are now pass the good things seen in this life and
ed over into the beautiful beyond, the better things hoped for in the
among whom were Hiram Phelps next, for the good of my fellowmen
E. P. Campbell, Judge McPherson, who come after me.
Some of my friends may wish to
Champlin Littell Petree, Feland
e,
Clark,
Winfre
Mc,
know
what kind of physician .1 am
Evans, Landee
Carroll, Wood, Ferguson, Stites gettingto be. Well, I am one of
Henry, and many others; all prom- , those "Osteopaths," "Rubbers," as
inent lawyers, and think of the noted our good M. D.'s call us. That name
physicians too, who played their is a misnomer save when we •'get it
faithful part: Drs. Fairleig h, in the neck."and I believe the world
•
Gaines, Dennis, Gish, Young, New- has a cinch along that line.
H. L IIOLT.
lan, Hickman, Dryden, Feland,
are
they
where
others;
and
.Rodman,
now? Most of them gone and left a
new generation to swing the new
cycles of time with its many changes
and improvements in this age of
progressions. And yet this root of
For Alleged
the old New Era still stands with , Flora Long Asks $5,000
Walker Wood at one end and "Tom
False Statement.
vther.
I
When
the
at
ood
Underw
visited good old Kentucky two years
Suit for $5,000 damages has been
ago I saw many pleasing rememby Flora Long, through E. F.
filed
brances of those good old days of
Long, as next friend, against David
long ago when everybody else were
Walker. All parties live in North
"Bill and I were Joe." I saw very
an.
Christi
pleasantly a few lone trees of the old
In her petition the plaintiff alleges
forest, among whom w ere Major
that the defendant uttered false and
Breathitt, Alick Anderson, Tom Edous statements regarding
slander
mundson, Polk Cansler, Tobe Smith
her.
Peter Rogers and a few others. By
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The Only Big Independent Circus to Visit Here This Year
Biggest! Best! Grandest Show on Earth! Nearly a Century Under One
Management. Requiring 60 Special Built 60 Foot Cars

Hopkinsville, Monday,Sept. 21

r•

seon's
John10 RoShbowis innOn
$10,000.00 in New Features and Animals

Expense Daily $3,500.00

40"k,

4 Big Circuses!
4 Big Rings!

3
us
rmo
Eno
I
Menageries in 1

300 Circus Acts, 10 Male Riders, 20 Sensational Acts, 12Menage Acts, 10 Brother Acts,
High Divere,300 Circus Artists,
10 Female Riders, 20 Female
Feature Acts, 20 Trained Horses, Flying and Horiz.mtal Bar
Acts, 30 Tumbling and Leaping
Acts, Host of High Wire and
sensational Acts.

MOO rare and costly animals, 2
herds Monster Elephants, herd
of Camel and Water Buffaloes,
Rhinocerous, Hippopotamus,
Horned Horses, Tigers, Lions,
Zebras. African
Antilopes,
Leopards. Black Tigers.Pumas
Black, White and Russian
Bears, Birds, Reptiles. etc.

Complete Wild West

40 Merry Clowns

Every known wild west sport
and pastime. 13at tie of Wound
eci Knee, hanging horse thief
stage coach robbery,50 cowhor
and Indians. Company lf exU. S. cavalry, troupe of 10 Female bicycle riders, the Great
Kiser aerial troupe,troupe of 10
Jape and Arabs.

The best trained Sea Lions in
the World. Robinson's school
of wonderfully trained menage
horses, 12 in number. 20 Male
and Female Riders.

300 Daring Athletes
Nimble Acrobats and Talented
Aerialists, the pick of all aremile celebrities.

$300,000 Free
Street Parade

Two Shows Daily

300 HOTSPS, 100 14/IlieS,50 Cages
and Dens, 19 Tableau Wagons,
2 Steam Calliopfs, Steam Organ, Drove of (Ismels. 4 Bras'
Bands, Wild W.st, Company
of ex-U. S. Soldiers.

Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m.
Rain or Shine

Cheap Excursion

50 Soloists. Gives one Hour's
musical program befofe each
performance.

Robinson's
Celebrated Band

Rates on all railroad and steam
boat lines.
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BUCK BEE'S BULBS SUCCEi Dl

HEN UM FES

'ASTORIA

SPECIAL OFFER:
Made to build New 11110!leASie ciA - k
trial will malio you a perninuent :.our
.
tomer. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

olee Bulb; ., • rulstore, et sli r
Pcs.t.. r
Flyaelotb,
Grape
sorts,
beeutiful
the fottowi.,4
Sett Its, eli,r
cloth. Spring Snowiare, 111a, Spanish lei.,
I i.Summar.
,
a
Chlon.elos
Crocup
Snowdrop,
Ranunculus.
Tulip, Carl... r .
Poets rye N.refous, retrofit Tulip, Parrot
II:at...loot,
Dutch
and
&Mall
Preneb,
Foliage Tulip, Oxalis,
early end late Tulip', etc.. rte.

Souvenir Collection.

CitS9

GUARANTEED TO I'LIF.ARF.
Mention this ,lapi.r
Write to-day
S
CENT
SEND 28

receive this valuable onlleot ton
to *ever postage and pulang and
ipy big Illustrated, lnetruttire,
of Buit,s Poetpaid, together with
Tells oh sinus th,Is.. c
Book.
Plant
sad
Bulb
Seed,
neautiful
e•riet fee of Seeds, Bull:eland Plants.
tocosooftil hominess,
oottlouous,
a
of
41044
In COILLIO44nOnc
Collect!.-, I
eines 1 e'll ; I will present fess of charge ',lib this
floral wona.r
greatest
TIt•
Bulb.
Tulip
Horned
Bab:1911110
st quarter.
of tic* sirit. Ticla Bulb alone is worth

H W. Buckbee
..--.
)111Filr+

1377 IMMURE ST.
ROCKFORD, ILL.

BOARD

OF

CONTROL'S

WAR-

For Infants and Children.

RANTS ARE NOT PAIC.

Treasurer

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Farley Refuses to' Cath

Them. Differs As to Attorney
ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT. :
Aregetabte PreparationforAs•

General's Opinion.

s mila ung the FoodandReg ulaling the Stomachs annowelsof

41..

i4.
4,:,.-ilt
q,
4 ‘,1.61 .
,

Capt. E. Farley, state treasurer,
has refused to pay any warrants,and
' ‘.%.' ,k
0t
.14
today he refysed to pay warrants
drawn by the board of control of
the charitable institutio4s for imWill Move to Christian.
provements and supplies at the asylums, according lo a dispatch from
(Cadiz Record)
Frankfort. This leaves the charitaHerman Crenshaw. of Roaring
ble institutions le a bad way, except,
Springs, has bought the Firevus
that they can cash the warrants at
Northington place near Pee Dee and
bank by paying a small per
any
will move to it the first of January.
cent of interest. The board asked the
It is a very fine farm, most of it attorney general if, under the old
lying in Christian county. The law, they could issue tote/I-et bearcounty line runs through the yard. mug warrants, and the opinion of the
—attorney general was that this could
Adjudged a Bankrupt.
be done.
Capt.Farley disagrees with the atat
nt
J. Miller Clark, a mercha
general, and does not think it
torney
Hopkinsville, has been adjudged a
can be done. He thinks the board
bankrupt in the United States court
should do as everybody else is doing,
and the case referred to W. J. Gorgetting their money from the banks
don, of Madisonville, referee in
paying interest.
bankruptcy.--Owenehoro Messenger. / by
S.
1
re.
Elsewhe
Get Busy
Over in Clarksville.

4L'ol

The Bowling Green Journal in
(The Leaf-Chronicle.)
commenting on the call for the
If all the knockers could be tied
organization of a 60 cent Bryan and
"The
r what a picture 'twould be.
says;
city
togethe
Kern legue in this
HopThey would be ashamed of themsplendid example set by the
kinsville Democrats is well worthy selves.
of emulation."
Speak a good word for your town
again
is
dirty
face
your
y,
and neighbor and you will feel bet"Jimm
the
med
exclai
morning,"
ter.
this
teacher. "What would you say if
I came to school every day with a
If you can't say a good word for
dirty face?"
town. don't say any.
your
"Huh," grunted Jimmy. "I'd be
too perlite to say anything."—The
Please quit your knocking.
Circle.
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ness and Rest.Contains neither
0pitmt.Morphine nor Mineral.
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Aperfect Remedy for ConslIpilion,Sour Stomach,Diarrhont
Worms,Couvulsions.Feverish-

ni,de

ness and Los.s OF SLEEP.
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PacSintile Signature of
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NEW YORK.
At6 months old
35 DOSES —35CENTS
4,*,?-.••••

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

KILL THE COUCH
AND

Bears
signature
of

SST CO rt.X 411...

•C

ñlhe Kind You Have Always Bought Jean the
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school proposition in Lafayette will
for the moral stand of the candidate attention to remarks he had made Total Receipts Amount to $188,537.80 be heartily glad that the election
rather than his political affiliation. a year ago advising the members of
went as it did Sat urd my. That cer—Spirits. as Usual, Heids the
He prophesied that dancing, card the association against letting politainly has been the case in II( pk insplaying,liqaor drinking and all such tics get into
%tulle, Pembroke, and ever% nLeiu
List.
the association in any
would become unknown and that manner, and he reiterated
else that graded schools are conMain Street
Hopkinsville, Ky.
this adthe church,inatead of raising money vice. Following
ducted.
this speech the ,
ley giving oyster suppers, lawn secretary was empowered to east ,
fetes and such like would make one vote for Dr. Barker,
and he was
The revenue collections for the
eolantary contributions
in such thus
selected as chairman.
past
month show an increase over
that no other means
Ainoants
The election for vice-chairman those of the previous month and are
el- raising funds would be fleeces- was
then taken up and Mr. R. H. a little below the collections of the
sary.
McGaughey was selected in the same same month of last year. The total
Be said that the church services
manner, there being no opposition receipts for last month were $188,would he made so interesting to all,
Is on the outside package of every •1 tibell11161110011141100111**100000.0411011.9011111041100
except when the candidate himself 437.80, and for July of this year $172,and especially the young people,
bottle of Parisian Sage. .•shotild you
tried to place another member in 191.56.
E. B. Long, President.
The collections for the forget the name simply a.k for the
W. T. randy, Cashier.
that tbey would attend upon these
nomination but the committee would month of August, 1907, were $192,0
in preference to any other amusepackage with "the
not stain' for it and elected him un- 8-15.66,
•
•
girl with the Auburn
ment and that theatres, circuses
anininusly.
The
collections for the month of hair" upon it.
and. other woddly amusements
CITY
And what a wonThe race for secretary was the ev- August, 1908. are as follows:
41P
would pass away from lack of patderful sale Parisian
ent of the day. Two nominations List
840.75 Sage has made for
$
ronage.
We invite your
were made, these being R. C. Rives, Beer
#)
Capital, $60,000.00
3,22n.00 itself in America in
account as safe
of Howell, and M. B. King, of Spirits
174,730.68 a little over a year.
depository for
Surplus, $73,000.00
Rollie V. Crunk and Miss Muffle Casky. Neither man had any in- Cigars
577.80 And what a multiyour
funds.11etude of people have
Barns-were marrid Sunday at the timation that lie was to be placed in Tobacco
This bank ranks among the first in the
• 8,185 65 been cured of falling
posit your vallivini ?tome near Carl. The couple nomination and the voting for them Special stamp
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
.•
730.92 hair, dandruff and
uable papers in
showed how evenly divided the Case and bottle stamp
are epular .•oung people.
sum
plus to capital.
itching
scalp
by
its
1,014.00
our vaults—
use.
membors were in their opinion as towhere they are
which one would be the better oftIn SURPLUS There
• safe
$188,437.80 And how the AmerThe bene frame of average whale
from fire
ican
women
praise
cr. The first ballot_ showed thir• and
weiges about 45 tons.
Parisian Sage for its
burglars.
Is STRENGTH
tern votes tor Rives, fourteen for
They Take The Kinks Out.
peculiar ability to turn harsh, hidKing and one for George B. Powell. "I have used Dr. King's New Life
ed, lusterless hair into fresh. beaufit ississippi leads all oteer slates As the last namen was not a noini- Pills for
many years, with iticrewiin value of oysters canned annually. tiated
They take the tiful, silky and lustrouS hair in a
candidate the vote for him ing satisfaction.
kinks out of stomach, liver amid few days.
could not 1)-,, counted and it waS (le- bowek,
without fuss or friction,"
Parisian Sage is today the favorite 304•••••••••••••••••41•••••00•00.
There are Mel e than Skid separate cided to cast the vote aeaio. This says N. H. Brown, of Pittsfield, Vt.
hair
dressing and tonic of distrimitime it resulted in a tie of fourteen
muscles in the body.
Guaranteed
satisfatory
at
Cook
&
Elating Americans, not because of
and fourteen, the chairme II hot vot_
ing. At the third attempt.h
the cairsensational
methods of advertising,
-toerets 25e.
After ao abaence of twenty years, man voting, the result was fourteen
but because it is the only hair reJoseph In ey, a former citiz
of for King. thirteen for Rives and two
Use Alen's Foot-Ease.
storer that will do just what it is adblank ballots.
klopkinsville is visiting in the city.
vertised to do.
before
This completed the business
Mr. Frey i6 now rending in Roanoke, the meeting and the association aftIt kills the dandruff germ and
A powder to be shaken into the
h
'Va., an 1 is a retired merchant jourried to meet at the court',Hese in
cures
dandruff in two weeks. If it
shoes.
Your
feet
feel
swollen,
nervtheir
first
official business ses - ioo on
tailor. He is ninety-two years old.
the first Monday in October.
()us and damp, and get tired easily. doesn't, Cook & Higgins, the agents
If you have aching feet, try Allen's in Hopkinsville will give your monTotal attendance at world's chamPassed Examination Successful
Foot-Ease it rests the feet and ey back.
The Only National Bank in This Community
pionship games in 1907 was 78,085;
"I
had
been
troubled
with
danmakes
new
or
tight
shoes easy. uures
James Donahue, New Print in,
average, 15,617.
tried several kid- aching, swollen, sweating feet, blist- druff for five years, but since using
Comm., writes:
Capital
ney remedies, and was treated ny' s and callous spots. Relieves chil- Parisian Sage I have not been both$73,000.00
our hest pt y sicians for chant tes, hut , .
ered
with
it.
I
only
one-half
used
corns and bunions ef a!'
Actions, words, looks, steps form did not improve until I teek Foie v's
Surplus.
$25,000.00
bottle when I notined the dandruff
and
gives
rest
and
etanlort.
Try
Kidney
Rdmedy.
A
ter
the
second
the alphabet by which you may
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
bottle I showed improvement, tend it today. Sold hy all druggists and disappearing. I consider it the best
spell cha•acter.—Lavater.
tonic
I
ever
used."—
Ma.
C.
B.
Morfive bottles cureJ Inc completely. I shoe stores, 25e.
• 1)on' accept an.;
have since parsed rigid examination
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
substitute. Trial package free. Ad- ton, 450 Main St., Buffalo, N.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
Aug. 10, 1908.
Stars on United States coin are for life insurance." Folev's Kidney dress, Allen S. Ohnstt d,
LeRoy, N.
Remedy cures backache and all
and time deposits. $1 opens an account..
If you haven't tried Parisian Sage
six-pointed, While those in United forms of kidney and blackler trouble. In
get a bottle today. It is a delightful
states flag are five pointed.
L. A. Johnson & Co.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
dressing. The price is only 50 cents
A Sprained Ankle.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
a large bottle at Cook (fe Higgins or
In a letter to his wife, Sqeire W.
Girls,wire rolls are now being used
Ky
As usually treated a signified an- charges prepaid, by
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
the American
for the hair, instead of those made B. Brewer, of Fairview, An" is at 1:10 will disable t o "injured persen
!
,4.
-m-e-e.
•
—4-4-4-4- ,
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of hair. They are lighterand health- Red
N.
Y.
Chamberlahns
Lieiment
nod
oh
that he is doing nicely ing
states
health,
kr.
and his condition is considerably serving the directions with eae hot
, fle faithfully a cure may, in most
improved.—Elkton Thries.
; cases, be effected in less than oh/ Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers;
Questioner: I heard his wife is a
' one week's.time. • This liniment is a
Foley's Honey and Tar affords
brunette, but I thought he married
most remarkable preparation; try it
immediate
relief to asthma suffereis
when
sick
pity
ones
drug
the
It's
a
a blonde."
ior a sprain or a bruise, or when laid
in
the
worst
stages and if takeh in
or
stimulate
the
stomach
Heart
and
up with chronic or muscula,r rheuJoker:. He did, but she dyed."
Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak matism, and you are certain to be time will effect a, cure. L. A. JohnHuston Pest.
stomach, mune; weak Stomachi delighted with time prompt relief son & Co.
nerves, always. And this is also true which it affords. For sale by Anith
of
the Heart and Kidneys. The weak derson & Fowler Drug Co., incur"She tells me that there is a planerves are instead crying out for poratod.
Capital, $100,000.00
COTTON NIGHT RIDERS.
111
loniclove. When does that mean, help. This explains why Dr. Shoop's
Surplus, $36,000.00
hubby"
Restorative is promptly helping
ailand
Kidney
Stomach,
Heart
LITTLE ROCK, Ark., Sept. 14.— t
"Means that we'll have to dig up
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
ra.q."-c-A.Torr2.6,
,
ments. The Restorative reaches out .4.5,4rwijor".s.)rirmt...
Night
That
a
wedding
present
in
Rider
about
two for the actual cause of these
a
organization is nth
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern Lurglar
ailments
being formed in this state to drive
months."--Louisville Courier-Journ- —the failing "inside, nerves." Anyproof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DEfarmers into the cotton pool is now *
Dr. EdWa t'tis,
way test the Restorative 48 hours. It
al.
posirroRs EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
won't cure R9 soon as that, but y
generally known. Several farmers 4.
Eye, Ear, Nose and
will surely know that help is( oitri ng
have received threats.,
4. 3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
N amber el cigars smoked in the Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.
•
Throat. Test made free of
United Siates in a year was 7,376,- Incorporated.
of Deposit
charge for glasses. Phoe969.752.
•41,,
HENRY C. GANT, President.
nix Bldg., Main St, HopFOR SALE—Four good I large
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
mules with gears and wagon or with
iS6 ES lir c•TI.=.62...
.4..
kinsville, Ky.
Bison is an American animal and
H L. McP11 ERSON, Asst. Cashier
,the 441
,llet Kird titi Pad Always lo,igk
out. From 7 to 8 years old. Apply *
buffalo is an old world animal. Bieta
son more closely resembles common align:iris
&t
ie
to V. L. Gates, 9th St.
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Help the Horse
No article is more useful
about the stable than Mica
Axle Grease. Put a little on
the spindles before you "hook
up"—it will help the horse, and
bring the load home quicker.
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Here's a big bargain in it farm of
9110, :"Pr
about 230 acres situated on the
YOU
A
DELEGATES
THOUSAND
le"
RIGHTLY
A
FOR
REWARD
HIS
TO
ti
therii b iii ntia,ry of Christian
I • f 1
fine
of
acres
80
about
with
county
COME TO HOPKINSVILLE
SPENT LIFE.
thnber, good residence, store Louse,
blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, tarn, wagon, dump cart, binder, mower
4.4t
wheat drill hay rake, disk and
wears well—better than any
R. M. Whitlock, Octogenarian Farmer, smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn Meelting Will be Event of Unusual Imother grease. Coats the axle
A SERIES OF TEN TALKS ON ADVERTISING
with a hard, smooth surface of
sheller, eider mill and all small
portance to the Disciples'
Passes Peacfully Away at His
written by Seymour Eaton of Philadelphia 1
powdered mica which reduces
tools, needed on a farm, also full set
friction. Ask the dealer for
Denomination
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
Mica Axle Grease.
Home in South Christian.
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
STAMM OIL COUPAWf
Never spring a big newspaper advertisement upon
laterite ratad
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
the public unexpectedly.
miles from Hopkinsville on a turnpike road.
No meeting of the year will be of
From Friday's Daily)
Make it an invariable rule to lead up by two or
Farm of 193 acres of land near
more importance to the members of
tenant
dwelling,
good
Ford,
Swift
South
of
Mr. R. M. Whitlock,
three nicely graded steps to the important announcehouse, good tobacco barn, stable, the Church of Christ in this state
Christian, died Thursday morning timber and water; will be sold cheap than will
be the convention here on
ment to be made. People take a certain pleasure out
from. diseases incieent to old age.
has two sets improvements September 21-24 of the Kentucky
Farm
of anticipation. They enjoy their dinner all the more
He was 80 years of age. He was a two good totace° barns, fine stable Sunday
School and Missionary ashighly esteemed and useful citizen. 50 acres of timber, good stock water.
if they have been anxiously waiting to hear the bell.
sociation. The meeting will be of
Mr. Whitlock was a native of this Will be sold for $5,000.
ABOUT
paramount importance from the fact
But if you open up your morning newspaper and find
A fine farm oh 200 acres of land
county and had resided here all of
PEOPLE
that
it will be the first joint meeting
Hopkinsville
of
miles
three
within
his 1113 with the exception of a short
AND THINGS
blazed forth in big headlines the advertisement of
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot- of the Southern Kentucky Missiontime spent in New York in the brok- tage house of five rooms, tobacco
ary association and the Central
something startlingly new you are stunned rather than
erage business. Returning from that barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
same
the
of
organization
Kentucky
interested. If, however, for two or three days you
city he settled on his farm near Bell outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
A Thought For the Day.
Jt will be an historic meetnature.
property
desirable.
Very
desired.
if
ever
rksided
had
Station where he
—
have been looking for this announcement and each
ing, for it will be the first time in 33
in good neighborhood.
For success I ask no more : since. He was successful in this
memberHopfrom
state
miles
entire
years
that the
112 acres of land 3
day getting a little more curious about it, you get yourthan this -to bear unflinching • occupation and was highly esteemed
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road. ship has been represented in a sinwitness to the truta.-James .
by every one. For more than fifty This land is good red clay subsoil,
self keyed up in anticipation, and then if the announceLowell.
gle meeting.
years he had been a member of the and lies well and is in good condiment is even better than you had imagined you surThe plan for uniting the two assoMasonic lodge and the Salemn Bap- tion, fronts about 34 mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for ciations has been under considerarender in a body.
tist church, the only two organiza- any purpose.
no action
but
years,
tion
for
several
"Mrs.
says:
Sun
Baltimore
The
tions with which he had ever affiliFine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
the
Don't pay the United States government two
Edward Contee Johnson fir‘s cards ated. His wife survives him, they Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim- was taken until last May when
organization
out for the marriage of her daugh- never having been blessed with chil- ber. This farm is fine land wiih Southern Kentucky
cents for carrying a letter or a circular worth less than
good improvements and well fenced voted to join with the Central Kenter, Miss Mary Bowie, to Mr. John dren.
two cents.
and in good heart and will be sold at tucky association. The latter has
Pierce Campbell, formerly of VirAccording to the request which he a bargain as a whole or divided into
question
the
upon
never
acted
'et
The
ginia, but now of Baltimore..
made, the funeral services this several tracts.
The average advertiser will shave off 15 cents a
officially, not having held a conven- !
wedding will take place Wertinesday, morning at 10 o'clock were very
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a tion, and the first consideration afbride's
the
of
Sept. 23 at the home
thousand on envelopes and a quarter of a cent a pound
simple. After a song had been sung, good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, pormother, Parker Place, Winchester, prayer was offered by Dr. J. P. Bell ches, fine new stable, cost *700, new ter organizing here will be this, and
on paper and beat down the printer in price so that he
Va. The bride-elect is a grand- and the body was then laid to rest barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma- it will be only a matter of form to
house,
poultry
smoke
shed,
chine
ratify the resolution calling fort the
is obliged to use a 30-cent ink and by various other
daughter of the late Beverly John- in the family burying ground.
and coal house. Never fail- union. When this is done :the unhouse
son, Vnited States senator from
ing spring and cisterns.
economies get his material ready for $6 a thousand.
ited body will assemble for business.:
Maryland, and a cousin of Mr. Har2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
He will then pay the government $20 for carrying his
It is planned to greatly enlarge '
good frame house and good tobacco
ry Lehr. Mr. Campbell is a nephew
work
the
and broaden the scope of
barn.
stingy, badly-printed, cheap-looking $6 worth of
of former United States Senator
land
farming
desirable
by
acres
Virthe
associations.
done
400
heretofore
West
of
Charles J. Faulkner,
stuff and pat himself on the back for being economical.
Montgomery county, Tenn., The work is three-fold in its nature,
in
ginia.
neavly timbered, 10 miles from
embracing the Sunday sChool, mis[ Said to be Defendalits in Proposed Howell, Ky., price $1.00 per acre.
Don't waste gray matter on your competitor. No
sion work and evangelistic work.
of
Farm of 248kiaures 6 miles east
Damage Suit.
When a man has worked despermatter how entertainingly he lies, you go right on
dopkinoville on the Edwards Mill Heretofore this city has been headately for 15 hours a day for 16 or 20
road, well improved with ltouse 134 quarters for the Southern Kentucky
telling the plain, blunt kind of truth that-mother-usedyears and got a little money ahead,
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and association but for a time at least
It
reis
Murray
Times:
the
Says
stables,
2
houses,
tenant
3 porches, 4
it is amusing to hear his neighbors
to- make.
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of the head offices will be in LexingDythat
Henry
Bennett,of
ported
always
has
he
lucky
tell about how
timber, farm ton, although it is planned to purcusburg, who was a victim of the 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of
Truth can be made far more entertaining than
been.-Norfolk (Neb.) News.
is well matured and land is in good chase an assembly ground near LouNight Riders' lassie will file suit in part and under good wire fence.
falsehood. Don't be afraid to call a spade a spade.
the federal court in a few days for 900 acres of land in Christian coun- isvifle where the meetings will be
Warning: When 3.7Q1.1 think a man damages. It is said that a number of ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350 held. An evangelist will be stationed
If the goods are shoddy advertise them as shoddy,
is down, don't kick him until you citizens of Lyon and Trigg counties acres in cultivation, 550 acres ill In Hopkinsville as before.
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
give good shoddy measure, and charge shoddy prices.
About a thousand visitors are exare sure of it!
will be made defendants in the suit. ash and poplar. The place is well
conthe
during
here
be
to
pected
Several attempts have been made watered ae0 productive. Has two
There are tens of thousands of people who prefer
will
These
mcnth.
this
vention
to3
barns
stock
2
residence,
good
is
his
home
Prof. William A. Evans, who has to kill Bennatt, and
shoddy; prefer to eat it, to wear it, to be entertained
tmeet• barns and 5 tenant houses. come from all over the state and
been elected professor of the science guArded by a detachmentofsoldiels. Anil a fine storehouse and a splendid
they will be entertained free in the
by it.
department of the High school, has Bennett i as made frequent trips to location for country store. This
denominaall
the
citizens,
of
homes
arrived, and today was at the school Paducah lo see Paducah attorneys. farm is underlaid with good coal. A
If you have news to print about your store—some
°due has been operated on it for tions having thrown wide their doors
arranging the apparatus preparatory
.,•ear. Will be sold as a whole or with the hospitality characteristic
call it advertising—don't order twenty-three styles of
Cobb-Jameson.
to beginning work. Prof. Evans
divided.
have
All
.
railroads
Hopkinsville
of
came from the Hopkinsville High
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
type with whirligig borders and a crazy, badly-engravoffered greatly reduced rates and
pike.
recommendgood
on
town
school, and was highly
Miss Oina Jameson, of this city
ed picture. The mummer.on New Year's Day or the
Farm of 263 acres well improved these are being extensively advered to the school board. He will have and William Cobb, of Hopkinsville, •
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
tised in all the papers.
clown at Barnum's may look funny, but he couldn't
charge of the athletics of the school, were married in Clarksville last
Ky.
Gracey,
near
the
be
will
acres
137
speakers
the
Among
and will begin work of coaching the Thursday. The marriage was a surmake good on the road selling gold watches. The
77 1 acres 12 miles from Hopkins- most learned divines of the Christian
boys for the football team.-Paducah prise to everyone, as the young peo- ville on Masons Mill road.
denomination, many of them being
advertiser has an idea that the more fool things he
Sun.
ple had guarded their secret very
366:34 acres on Palmyra road near men whose names are familiar
drags into his copy the more entertaining it is. The
carefully. Both have maily friends kiarrettsburg, Ky.
land, well throughout the country. Among
clay
red
good
acres
236
clown has the very same idea.
Hopkinsville peeple, who had who wish them much happiness. improved, plenty of good timber and these will be Rev. E. L. Powell,pasnever taken much interest in the They will make tlieir home in Hop- well watered, 2 miles west of Pem- tor of Fourth Avenue church in
The great thing in all advertising is not quantity
horse show heretofore, were here in kinsville, where the groom has a broke, Ky.
Louisville; Prof. J. M. McGarvey,
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N. of Lexington; President R.P. Crossgreat shape this time. The attend- position in a cigar factory.-Peinof circulation, but quality of your copy printed in a
R.
R.
Journal.
broke
to
amounted
city
that
of
from
University,
ance
field, of Transylvania
newspaper the readers of which are able to buy your
246 acres good Improvements, 7
bund eds every day and night. The
Hopkinsville, Price Lexington; A. McLean, of Cincinof
west
miles
goods.
management duly appreciated the
Death of a Lovely Young Lady
ati, president of the foreign mission
$1500.
presence and the many words of con115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons work; F. M. Rains, of Cincinnati,
and encouragement
gratulation
read. Price $750.
Mill
connected with the same work, and
Died August 23, 1908, at the resifrom Hopkinsville many others. One of the most inwhich t h3 Hopkinsville people
mile
1
acres
43
dence of her uacle,Mr.Kit Trai num,
on pike.
brought.-Pembroke Journal.
teresting personages will be Dr.
In Knoxville, Tenn., Miss Johnnie
miles from town.
2
acres
102
Anna Gordon, widow of Rev. E. M.
Killebrew, only child of Lucy
2% miles S. W.of Crof- Gordon, the missionary in India
acres
107
A man's anxiety to marry begins Trainum Killebrew.
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good irn- who was asphyxiated here a short
The deceased had many relatives provemeuts,
to shrink when he discovers that
time ago while he was on a. visit to
and friends in this city and communthe woman of his choice is willing.
325 acres 3 miles south of Hopthe local church which had support(Copyright. 1908, by Tribune Company, Chicago.)
ity, who mourn her hos. She was in kinsville on pike.
years.
for
ed
several
him
253 acres 6 miles north of town.
the twenty-sixth year of her age,
When the Labor Day parade was
His wife was not with him at the
a
of
victim
a
and
was
long, tedious
630 acr3s 2 miles from Fairview,
street
Baltimore
on
up
lined
being
very painful attack of consumption, Ky., one of the finest tracts of land time, she being in Philadephia, and
last Monday, the Confederate vete- but bore her sufferings with great in Kentucky.
on account of the sad calamity the
of Hopkins- sympathy of everyone has gone out
south
rans in their uniforms. were waiting
miles
6
acres
211
Christian fortitude, always having a
in front of the Masonic building. bright smile and cheerful words for ville.
to her. Not only will she be preSAVE
448 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop- sent at the meeting here but she has
Mr. Frank Monroe, the secretary of
COST
those about her.
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
the Metcalfe Floral Co. was seen to
the
place
on
a
prominent
given
been
OF
Accompanied 'by tier widowed
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
cross the street with a quantity of
times.
at
various
program
mother, sweetheart, brother and
iftimmiksw.01 1INSUR
180 acres fine land, well improved,
handsome white carnations and preAll of the business sessions will
on pike.
Hopkinsville
refrom
and
other
the
friends,
relatives
miles
4
LOTNAIMIKLIERI %MAMMON.%\ANCE
iveteran wi4h one of the
sent each'
from town on be held in the Christian church
miles
6
or
5
I
to
were
mains
acres
46
brought
Trenton,Ky..
AIRI
liftEVIAV
flowers for the lapel ol his coat. Mr.
Kirkniansville road, good improve- here, and those of an inspirational
laid
to
and
lovingly
rest
25,
August
I Monroe,being a Confederate veteran;
nature, where indications denote
in Edgewood cemetery, where her ments. Price $700.
himself, was invited to hiarch with
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horn
The
Republicans
carried
:Maine
by
until every road in the county is
FOR
FREE
court
on
said
date,
and
I
would
said
CATALOGUE
and booklet "Why
there.
The
fact
that
they
were
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, na.P
piked to the county line. Christian about 8,000 plurality, as againgt ployed by the intrepid Ben Sory em- vine, Ky.) about 11 o'clock March
know
why
this
was
and
to
like
done
if
ma or write Jrto. F. DRAUGHON,PreSident
26,816 in the last presidential year that he was an enemy to the usso- 11th 1908, that they, The United
county 4elieves in good roads.
purpose
of
the
not
for
shielding
Mr.
•
and 6,064 in 1906. Returns from 468 elation will also be developed as States Fidelity ct Guaranty cornSmith. At least, does it look like a PRACTICAL
renew
Mr.
not
Smith's
would
out of 519 cities and towns in the strongly as possible, it seems.
pany,
BUSINESS COLLEGE
If you have a clock that is out of
(WS also NM SY MAIL)
The final ruling of the court Upon bonds. Previous to this refusal of partisan move on my part or does it
state gave for govenor: Bert M.
the competency of an investigation
order we can fix it.
(Incorporatad)
bonding company, I was in- appear to be a fair proposition? Why
Fernald of Poland, Republica i into the entire Night Rider
conapir- said
should the fiscal court refuse an exForbes -Manufacturing Co., Incor- 72,117; Obadiah Gardner, of RockPADUCAH,
NASHVILLE, „
said
and
information
is
now amination of the books of any coatay still remains the point of central formed,
porated.
laud, Democrat, 64,993.
,
interest
in
the
case.
,
of record in the Christian circuit ty. officer when a charge like this
EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.

K eillUCKV
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;FOR CHRISTIAN
COUNTY FAIR
SUBSCRIPTIONS

TO

STOCK

CONFLAGRATION
AT PEMBROKE

Free Circus
Tickets

Wednesday,
ORIGIN OF FIRE IS UNKNOWN Sept. 30,9 P. M.

TWO WAREHOUSES DESTROYED
AND LOSS IS LARGE

LISTS WILL BE TAKEN

BIG INSTITUTION IS PLANNED
It is Proposed to Purchase Grounds
, as Soon as Possible.--Interest
is General.

PUBLIC SALE!

To every person who sends us two (2) new subscriptions paid to the Weekly New Era for one
year in advance at the regular price of $1, we will
give a general admission ticket to either John Robinson's or Ringling Bros' Circus. Or for every $3
paid on renewals of present subscriptions we will
give a ticket. This offer is not limited; a person
can get as many tickets as he or she nesires just
so the requisite number of subscribers or renew
als are turned in. Orders given to agents will not

Caught in Garnett & Williams Build-

Having sold my farm, I will sell at Public Outcry
to the Highest and Best Bidder, at

ing and Flames Spread to McComb
& Co, —Wheat Burned.

LAKEWOOD FARM
Newstead, Ky.

be good on this offer.

No time is to be lost in securing
w" subscriptions for the stock to the
.Christian county Fair association,
Nnd the promoters do not intend to
gait until next year before putting
the matter before the people and
making the preliminary arrangeflouts.
• It has been decided that the organization shall be known as the
"Christian County Agricultural and
Mechanical association." This is the
name under which the popular oldtime fairs were conducted in the
past; nothing better could be fonnd
for it. The association is to be capitalised at $20,000 divided into shares
of $25 each and canvassers will begin to solicit subscription for the
-n-Stock right away. Enough stock is
to be sold noly to purchase and fit
up the necessary ground and the
balance will be held in re reserve,
It is proposed to make this fair an
annual feature of surpassing merit,
It is to be primarily a county fair
at which every product of the farm
can be entered for prizes in some of
the classes. Besides this, though,it is
proposed to add the horse show
feature and by tile offeringrof rich
cash prizes to bring some of the
finest specimens of horse flesh in
--fhe country to this city.
The interest taken in the proposal
people
is general, town and country,
working together to make it a go
agnd to insure its complete sirccess.
Some of the most enthusiastic workere are farmers who see in it the
promise of lief] returns. The shares
ate put at such a low figure that. almost any one can take some stock.
It is a sure thing that the fair will
be a winner and that the stock in
the association will pay handsome
dividends so it is a good investment
to make if you have no other motive
prompts those who are seeking
places to put their money. There
will be no trouble in selling all the
stock necessary and then it will only
be a question of buying the ground
and putting up the buildings, fitting
up the track, etc.

e

Fire, which is thought to have All of my Stock and Tools, consisting of 15 head
started either from spontaneous of mules,8 Wagons and Harness, and Plow Hai..
combustion or from a match dropped
I ness, 2 Horses, 2 Buggies and Harness, 1 Surrey,
by some careless hand, destroyed
the large warehouse belonging to 10 Mulch Cows, 10 Calves, and some Fat Cattle,
Garnett & Williams, at Pembroke,
1 Registered Red Poll Cow and Calf, one half inoccupied by A. 0. Dority & Co., and
from this the warehouse of L. Mc- terest in Registered Red Poll Bull, Brood Sows and
Comb & Co., caught and was also Pigs and Stock Hogs,4 binders, 1 Mower, 1 Corn
te
h .
destroyed
warehouse operated by Harvester,! Daisy Reaper,one half interest in Corn
In
Dr. Broaddus Wants $1,000 Damages Because His Title Was Not Printed.—
Dority & Co. was stored about 100 Shredder, 2 Disc and 6 Smoothing Harrows, 4
U. S. Barnes Says His Wife is a Shrew.
tons of hay and probably 8,000 bushRsllers,4 Cultivators, 1 American Manure Spread.
els of wheat. The loss on the building is about $1,500 with no insurance. er, Wheat Fan, 4 Wheat Drills, 4 All Purpose
allegdamages,
$1,000
for
The wheat was fully insured. In the Frames, Blacksmith Outfit and all necessary tools
Two suits have been filed for the company
BroadDr.
McComb warehouse from 10,000 to
coming term of circuit court by J. ing breach of contract.
placed 15,000 bushels of wheat were destroy to run a farm,about 800 barrels of Corn, about
M. Renshaw, thesa being an echo of dus claims he had a telephone
Christian county's famous shrieval- in his residence under the stipula- ed, this being covered by insurance. 75 tons of Clover and Timothy Hay.
in The building was valued at $4,000.,
ty ease. In each petition the plaint- tion that his name was to appear
Ten dollars and under cash, over ten
the directory with his professional As wheat is now selling at 95c per
iff prays for $1,000 damages.
rehis
per
upon
$12
that
to
$10
claims
from
He
bushel and hay
dollars nine mohths' time without inOne suit is against David Smith title.
ofhis
in
$25,000.
telephone
a
about
is
loss
place
to
fusal
and
total
the
Dulin
ton
V.
M.
sureties,
and his
terest, if paid at maturity. If not paid at maturity to
The fire was first discovered about
James West, on an indemnifying fice the title of "Dr." was dropped
from date.
directories issued in 6 o'clock Monday evening, and when bear interest
bond given when the injunction in from the
the alarm was first sounded the
the case was issued against Mr. Ren- March and August.
flames were bursting from the Dority
shaw. The other suit was against
warehouse. The citizens of the town
Mr. Smith personally.
His Home "a Hell".
promptly responded to the call and
For All
In each case Mr. Renshaw claims
In his answer to his wife's petition
other
the
save
to
that he has been damaged to the for divorce, U. S. Barnes, of North worked valiantly
amount prayed for in being kept out Christian, denies the sensational warehouse but their efforts were
of the office to which he was later charges brought by the plaintiff and unavailing. One or two residences
adjudge ii the rightful occupant and says that his wife has "a violent, in the vicinity were seriously threatin the loss of fees of various kinds vicious and uncontrollable temper ened but heroic work on the part of
during the time he was thus kept and that from the date of their mar- the fire fighters saved them.
With the burning of the two warefrom exercising the duties of sher- riage she has at times lost all rethe Ropublican nominees. He also
houses Monday night, Pembroke
iff's office.
vigorously assailed night riding and.
and
herself
of
straint and control
three of its largest store
lost
has
Night Riders. He was followed by
coupled with a perverse and jealous
fire this year. Last Febby
rooms
John S. Rhea for the Democrats
Sues Telephone Company.
disposition she has, for the last five
another big building, owned
ruary
Both men were heard by an audience
a
home
Dr. C. L. Broaddus has filed suit or six years, made of his
and operated by Dority & Co.., was
of probably 1,200.
against the Cumberland Telephone veritable hell."
burned one night about midnight.
Gano Warder, under indictment

Suits Filed By Mr. Renshaw
Growing Out of Sheriff's Case.

TERMS

Big Barbecue Dinner

R. T. STOWE
*+Plibt."

PEACEFUL AT CADIZ

TO HOPKINSVILLE CUNHA NAMED
As Democratic Candidate For GovPYTHIANS WILL

BE CORDIALLY

ernor of New York.

INVITED TO COME.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Sept. 16. —
Lieutenant Governor Chanler was
nominated by the Democrats today
Bring us your jewelry r-pairing. Strong Fight For The Encampment
for the office of chief executiee of
Forbes Manufacturing Co., IncorWill be Made.—Uniform hank
this state. The nomination was
porated.
to Drill.
made on the first ballot.

I

TO CAMPAIGN FUND

Iry

The Uniform Rank, Knights of
Pythias, will leave next Saturday
afternoon for Lexington where they
will remain through Sunday and
Monday in attendance upon the
EVERY DEMOCRAT SHOULD MAKE state meeting of the Knights of
Pythias. While there the company
A SUBSCRIP NON.
will participate in the drills and
other contests which have been arranged and expect to carry off a
KcnteCky New Era Wi11 Forward all goodly share of the prizes that have
been offered. The company, under
Money Received to The National
the efficient command of Dr. C. H.
Committee.
Tandy,Liave been drilling frequently
of late in preparation for the contest and they,are in fine condition,
The members are going prepared
i
Kentucky
in
to make a strong bid for the annual
Every Democrat
solicited to tiELSiq in the great presi- encampment of the Knights of
Pythias to be held in Hopkinsville
dential fight that is now on.
camrn
in 1909. This encampment is one of
Subscribe to the Bryan-Ke
the features of the year and always
gn fund. "Do it now."
commitnational
ic
attracts a large crowd of Knights
he Democrat
bee estimates that it will take $500,- and visitors. The local company, in
order to have everything attractive
for legimate expenses.
Demothe
believes
as possible, are very anxious to take
The New Era
in
Lebkuecher's band with them, but
crats of Christian should assist
raising the amount and with that are not financially able to do so. al-ft \ad in view begins the publication though the band has made a very
low rate for their services. In this
11subscriptions.
All money received at this office dilemma the Knights of Pythias are
will be promptly forwarded to Gov.1 soliciting help from the business
Charles N. Haskell, treasurer of the men and are meeting with a generDemocratic tational campaign com- ous response. The company proposes to leave no stone unturned in
mittee, M Chicago.
‘s.„, Let every loyal Democrat send us advertising Hopkinsville and pulling
sisubscription. All that is nedessary for the encampment. The presence
Is to start the ball rolling. Won't of the band will assist greatly in
you be next to send your dollar? If both these respects and it is to be
you do a friend will see your -name hoped that the necessary money can
and he will send another dollar. be raised.
At a meeting of the Unifortn Rank
Every Democrat in Christian and
night, the coming carnival was
last
to
requested
is
surrounding counties
discussed, and it was decided that
send a subscription to the New Era. no guarantee should be asked from
Subscriptions.
the town at all. The executive corn$6.00 ra4ttee was appointed as follows: L.
Kentucky New Era
$1.00 E. Fowler, Will Stowe and Fred
0. Keach
$1.00 Canard. The other committees will
Democrat
be appointed later.
and
All kinds of Jewelry repairing
Prices on fine watch repairing the
engraving done at Forbes Manufac
lowest at Forbes M'f'g. Co. Incorturing Co., Incorporated.
porated.

ONLY ONE "BEST"
•
Hopkinsville

People

Give

Credit

Where Credit is Due.

(From Tuesday's Daily)
Fine watch repairing done at
The throats said to have been
Forbes Manufacturing Co., Incormade against E. T. Franks in case
porated.
he repeated at Cadiz his speech
•
made at Princeton Saturday were
Mr. West's Theory.
not carried out. Mr. Franks spoke
for an hour and a half in behalf of
Editor Ky. New Era:—
I see in the New Era of Sept. 11,
some conflicting ideas as to the
cause of the blackened condition of
the waters of Little River at Hopkinsville. Some say it came from
the canning factory; others say it is
caused by filtt. collected in the river,
but the true explanation of the situation is the coloring of the water
black was caused by the untimely
falling of the leaves of the trees
along the river bank. The untimely
fall of the leaves is due to the drouth
and hot run of the season. Possibly
some black mater has found its way
into the water. The leaf,having been
killed by drouth and hot sun instead
offrost, retains its strength of dye
and its acid has killed the fish. The
above is the cause and effect.
JOHN M. WEST,
Crofton, Ky.

IncreaseUSINGBY Your E Crops

COMBINED
FERTILIZERS!

People of Hopkinsville who suffer
with sick kidneys and bad backs
want a kidney remedy that can be
depended upon. The best is Doan's
Kidney Pills, a medicine for the
kidneys only, made from pure roots
and herbs, and the only one that is
backed by cures in Hopkinsville.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Here's Hopkinaville testimony:
Mr. and Mrs. '1'. M. Wootton left
Mrs Francis Brown, 4 Fourth St.
Cor. Mechanic St., Hopkinsville, this morning for Herford, Texas,
Ky., says. "There is no doubt for a month's stay.
about Doan's Kidney Pills beings all
Mrs. M. D.Sypert, of Kirby, Ark.,
that is claimed for them and you
returned to her former home to
has
are at liberty to use my name in despend the winter with relatives and
fense of that statement. I was anfriends in Hopkinsville and Chrisnoyed for years with backache
tian county.
which came on by spells especially
Miss Louise Nourse left today for
when I contracted a cold. About
four years ago I wee induced to try Nevada, Mo., to take a position as
Doan's Kidney Pills, procuring art teacher in Cottey college.
them at Thomas & Trahern's drug
Gabe Long and Ben McReynolds
store, now conducted by L. A John- left this morning for the Kentucky
son & Co. I was not disappointed Military Institute to resume their
with the results obtained. After studies.
taking a dose or two of the remedy
Born to the wife of Mr. Sam MorI knew that it was acting directly on
my kidneys and in a short time the ris, a boy.
trouble ceased. During the past
Mrs. H. A. Keach has gone to
to
Doan's
appealed
have
I
years
four
Dawson.
Kidney pills some six or seven times
Miss Vera Jones is quite sick at her
when having slight attacks of my
home on Second Avenue.
former complaint and I can candidMessrs. W. C. Stephens and L. M.
ly state that in each case I have
been given quick and lasting relief. Hill, of Sinking Fork, are attending
Mr. Brown has also used them with the state fair at Louisville.
equally good results. We both
When Trifles Become Troubles.
think a great deal of Doan's Kidney
I
It any person suspects that their
Pills and always keep them in the
kidneys are deranged they should
6
house."
take Foley's Kidney Remedy at
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 once and not risk having Bright's
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, disease or diabetes. Delay gives the
c
New York, sole agents for the disease a stronger foothold and you
United States. Remember the name should not delay taking Foley's Kid
ney Remedy. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Doan's—and take no other.

PERSONAL GOSSIP.

•

on charge or being a Night Rider,
and arrested on another count for
the same offense, was arrested at
Gracey by Major F. B. Bassett on
theadclharge of carrying a concealed
d
A big pistol was
wea on
' * and he was held
taken from Illhi
over under bond for examining trial.

Raw Bone and Guana Mixture,
Dissolved Bone with Potash
and Bone Meal.
. WE SELL THE

KENTUCKY WHEAT DRILL
We have it in all sizes. The Kentucky Drill has a

Cone-shaped Bearing on Disc. Guaranteed
against wear or breakage for five years.

Paris Green arid Paris Green
Sprayers1

Come in and Examine Our GoNs
Before You Buy.

F. A. YOST CO.
INCORPORATED

Hopkinsville, Kentucky.

41.141 04,.
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THE SUNDAY SCHOOL ITCHING HUMOR

ipo You
on(Yoursclf ?
:
Fli
TI
d you open your mouth like a young
TEl a • gulp down whatever OW or
•
be offered you /
49

49

49

cpmpocr35114 sold

ISSUlan-StY x-i2TvN
rug,!..ts for the cure of woman'-3 Ills.
:

ge

His Hands were a Solid Mass, and
Disease Spread All Over His Body
-In Four Days the Child was
Entirely Cured-Mother Strongly

'THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

by

sive
Text of the Lesson, a Comprehen
II
Text,
-Golden
Quart:Hy Review
Prepared
Sam. v, 12-Ccrnrnentary

• The makers of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptton for the cure of weak, nervous, runelOwn. over-worked. clebilltateu. pain-racked
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
*omen, knowing this medicine to be made up
of ing-redients, every or.a of which has the
PAS, by American Press Association.]
strongest possible indorsement of the leading
and standard authorities of the several
LESSON 1.-Israel asks for a king (I
and
willing.
schools of practice, are perfectly
Sam. viii, 13-22). Golden Text, Prov.
In fact, are only too clad to print, as they do,
kings reign and princes
the formula, or list of ingredients, of which viii, 15. "By Me
It is composed, in plain English, on every :0Cret-• justice." The whole quarter has

bottle-wrapper.
,
91
•

ON LITTLE BOY

Lesson XII.-Third Quarter, For
Sept. 20, 1908.

49

n intelligent thinking woman.
In need of •1 f from weakro?ss,nervou‘neas.
igatr. and su e 'ng. then e. me,•S mir.b !Ai
Gne tried jugLizin
gou that the

49

The formula of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prencription will bear the most critical examination of medical expe:-ts, for it contains no
ialcohol. narcotics, harmful, or habit-forming
,drugs, and no agent enters into it that is not
highly recommended by the most advanced
:and leading medical teachers and authorities of their several schools of practice.
These authorities recommend the ingredients
1517-177RTF's Favorite Prescription for the
Care of exactly the same ailments for which
tfor)d-ragrned medicine is advised.

•

.
191
111,11111,11.2m

.•!.,-.011111.010011;

a

919
. No other medicine for woman's ills has any

such professional endorsement as Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription bas received, in the unqualified recommendation of each of its
several ingredients by scores of leading medical men of all the schools of practice. Is
such an endorsement not worthy of your
consideration?

A booklet of invedients. with numerouS
anthorative profesional endorsements by the
leading medical authorities of this country,
will be mailed fret to any one sending Dame
and address with request for same. Address
lfrig. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.
•••••••••K ••••••••••••
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FOR IMMIGRATION

$416,25 Per Acre

FionrFio
Tobac
r daco

AO+

/Maw

GOVERNMENT

MAY

ESTABLISH

BRANCH IN LOUISVILLE

orks,The Year Book of the United States Department. of Agriculture
shows the above figures, as against $90.78 for Kentucky and $78.4n
for Tennessee.

These governmental reports must be correct.

Columbia County, Florida ther,ietesf
State Agent Green Says Plenty

of

Farm Laborers Can be Had

RECOMMENDS CUTICURA
SOAP AND OINTMENT

the last State Fair, on Sea Island Cotton, Rice, Oats, Ha.1 . Cern,
Sweet Potatoes, etc., together with the big $500 premium for best
agricultural display- rearly $1,000 in all.

ter-columbia county alone could easily produce

For Transportation.

•

a tobacco product more valuable than that
of the entire United States
-

-AM

If you are considering a change

"One day we noticed that our little
boy wa.s all broken out with itching
sores. We first noticed it on his little
hands. His hands were nes as bad
then, and we didn't think anything
serious would result. But the next day
we heard of the Cuticura Remedies being
so good for itching sores, etc., that I
thought I would get them. By this
time the disease had spread all over his
body, and his hands were nothing but
a solid inassspf this itching disease. I
went to the tlrug store and purchased
a box of Cuticura Soap and one box of
Cuticura Ointment, and that night I
stripped my little boy and took the
Cuticura Soap and lukewarm water and
washed him well. Then I dried him
with a soft bath towel, and took the
Cuticura Ointment and rubbed him
thoroughly with it. I did this every
evening before I put him to bed and in
three or four nights he was entirely
cured. You have my permission to
publish this because anybody who suffered as my baby did ought to know of
the Cuticura Remedies. I will surely
and gladly recommend the Cuticura
Remedies, for they are a godsend to all
suffering with skin diseases. Mrs. Frank
Donahue, 208 Fremont St., Kokomo,
Ind., Sept. 16, 1907."

Louisville may have a branch

of

write for ,.deserip

tive circular [telling what others are doing] to

flee of the immigration so as to enI:ssit us face to face with Israel, for
able Kentucky to get better results
Cee•most pert in rebellion against God.
from immigration. Elijah Green,
In this first lesson they deliberately
state immigration agent, who is now
es.1 persistently reject Him and doin New York, has taken up with the
naid to be given a king like other
officials at Washington the question
s es. When He came in the form of
of establishing an office in Louisnese, as their Messiah, they rejectee
Caeville and has received favorable rebut
king
no
Him. saying we have
still.
ports on the subject.
Far. and tins they do
Sam.
(I
king
Mr. Green has filed his report for
LES:.ON 11.-Saul chosen
x, 17-271. Gbiden Text II Sam. xxill,
August with M. C. Rankin, com3 "He that ruleth over men must be
missioner of agriculture, showing
just. ruliug In the fear of God." It
that plenty of farm laborers, of the
seems an awful thing that men should
kind desired by the farmers of Kenturn from the only living and true God
tucky, can be secured if transportato put their trust in one of themselves.
tion is sent. The immigrants, Mr.
but they dii worse than this and made
writes, are near:y all too poor
Green
thy
a golden calf and said, "These be
to
to pay their way to Kentucky, but
gods, 0 Israel." When they had
their
are willing and anxious to come,
choose between the Son of God,
Messiah, and a murderer they chose
and will come if their transportathe murderer, and they will yet choose
tion is forwarded. The record shows
the wickedest of men as their rulers.
that only one case in a hundred is
LESSON III.-Samuel warns Saul and
the transportation lost to the man
the people (I Sam. xii, 1-5, 13-25).
who advanced IL Two families and
Golden Text, I Sam. xii, 24, "Only fear
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or 1.hone
one single woman have been providthe Lord and serve Him in truth with
and
d
ds
Prevente
Blackhea
And
ed with transportation to points in
all your heart, for consider how great
.
by
Cuticura
Cured
western Kentucky and will be sent
things He hath done for you." God
with
face
Cuticura
tho
smear
Gently
after
man
a
with
them
this month.
th(re
indulged
having
Ointment, the great Skin Cure, but do
looking
flue
tall,
a
heart,
own
heir
not rub. Wash off the Ointment in five
man, a heed and shoulders above other
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.
them
entreats
water and continue to bathe the face
earnestly
Samuel
men,
mornRepeat
minutes.
some
for
E. 9th St., near L. & N. Depot.
HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mgr
to fear and serve and obey the Lord, freely
ing and evening. At other times use
them.
with
graciously
roup,
so
gapes,
4-11-44 cures cholsra,
who has dealt
hot water and Cuticura Soap for baththat He may still bless them, if possi- ing the face as often RS agreeable.
canker and lirnberneck. Price 50c.
Those desiring life insurance willi
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
ble, notwithstanding their great sin.
Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Adults No cure, no pay. Guaranteed by find it to their interest to investigate
consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Eczema is Curable
LESSON IV.- Saul rejected by the
the plans and record ot the Mutual
cue •lan Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and L. L. Elgin.
Golden
Text,
13-28).
of
xv,
Chocolate
In
form
(or
the
ZEMO, a scientific preparation for
Resolvent(50c.),
cut:
Lord (I Sam.
' Benefit Life Insurance company of
float..d Pills 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
TLY.
INSTAN
GAPFS
CURES
will
use. Stops itching instantly
God
external
our
Lord
"The
Josh. xxiv, 24,
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
Sold tamuzhnut the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
8ole Props., Boston. Mass.
the germs that cause skin
destroys
n,
May
Ky.,
and
4,1908.
Bardstow
obey."
we
will
voice
His
policy
All profits divided among
we serve, and
0.-Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Dismal&
quickly yields and is
Eczema
diseases.
his
in.
for
ous
It
econolittle
is
down
of
4-11-44
as
conspicu
dropped
holders.
drop
One
Saul did not continue
by this remarkable
cured
ly
permanent
t he bill of a gaping chicken k ills the mical managemeot. liberality of it:
own sight (verse 17) as before he beWrite for samFARM for SALE-316 acres 3 miles
Druggists.
All
medicine.
with
came king, but had his own thoughts from Trenton, all conveinent farm worm and relieves the chicken in- policy contract, fair dealings divi ple. E. W.Rose Med. Co., $t.Louis,Mo.
annual
large
and
its
members
about things, did what he thought best buildings. Apply
stantly. When fed in feed or water dends to reduce cost of your insur
Sold by Anderson 4: Fowler Drug
obeyed
had
and yet insisted that he
ROLFE CARDIN,
it is the best preventative I have ance.
Co., incorporated.
the Lord.
Trenton, Ky. ever known.
w3t
H. D. WA.i.LACE, Agt
ly
COOMES. 3m
wird.
Bethat
•wfar.-••••••••
LESSON V.-David anointed
111=1111
lehem (I Sam. xvi, 1-13). Golden Text,
I Sam. xvi, 7, "Man looketh on the outward appearance, but the Lord looketh
.
• on the heart." It is our weakness to
consider a tine appearance, something
to fascinate the eye or the ear or the
Intellect, but God considers above ail
things the heart, for out of it are the
ISSUC3 of life-not the eldest nor the
most attractive, but the youngest and

HATCHER 8ik APPLEYARD,
Lake City, Fla.

4t

WANTED

Buy Car Load or Less-Any Quantity

Butter, Eggs, Poultry. Wool,

Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,

Tallow, Cow Hides. Mule Hides
Horse Hides and Sheep Hides

PIMPLES

e Haydn Produce Company

a

Notice,Chicken Raisers

,Yetwiyv)i //y/r/Z
To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for graduates.
Send for catalog.

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
"Indiod'S Grodest Business Sailor

ta men the Most unlikely.
LESSON VI.-David and

Goliath (1
Sass nvil. 38-40). Golden Text, Ps
xi, I, "lu the Lord put I my trust." A
magnificent Illustration of the strength
that Is made perfect in weakness of
the Lord showing Himself strong on
behalf of those whose hearts are whohs
toward Him! The great mass of flesh
and blood, with all its strength and
armor, falls before a stripliug with n
sling and stone. Pride and self coofi
deuce fall before confidence In God.
LESSON Va.-Saul tries to kill David
(I Sam. XVIII 6-1.6). Golden Text, Ps.
'sxxlv, 11. "The Lord God is a sun and
;Weld." The flesh cannot tolerate the
Spirit, for the flesh is controlled bs;an
'vii spirit of jealousy. hatred. pride.
strife and such 111:e. The same spirit
that in Cain slew his brother Abel Is
publishel at (: uthrie in t le interest
in Saul seeking to kill David, and so it
ssf the Dark District Planters Pro- always has been. is and will be. 'Flu
tective Association and
carnal mind is enmity agaSist Goff
LESSON VIII.-Friendship of David
and Jonathnn (1 Sam. xx, 3042). GolaBoth pap rs one year for $1.5.
'Text, Prov. x YU, 17, "A friend lov•
n.
,‘th at all times, and a brother Is born
or ach'ersity." Such love as these two
had, the one for the other, is .sosue:hiug heavenly, but what can we say
•)f the love or God to shiners': NoLhing was ever seen on earth like it. The
"The Tobacco sPlatiter."
loye of God in (hrist Jesus to ps sin"The Planters Association Year ners is certainly the ...,reetest topis
Scripture, the greatest thing trule.
Book."
LEs:sos In-David.spares Sani's
Era.
New
Kentucky
"The Weekly
ii
Sam. xxyl. 17-25). Golden Test,
All one year for $1.66.
Luke vi. -7 -Love :our enetr'e-:• do
•
700d to them which hate you." Thee?
is neither murder.nor hatred nor revenge,in the heart of David. He would
not lay a finger on his enemy to barm
him even when he had him in his poss
sr. This was the Sleirit of God. '_71e
Spirit of Him who said. "Father. for(Incorporated)
'zive them. for they know not v; ha!
they do." He truly committed
Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
to God.
LESSON X.-Saul and Jonathan slain
it invests itsfunds
battle (I Sam. xxxl). Golden Text.
In
solely in first mort
iv, 12, "Prepare to meet thy
Amos
gages on the homes of the peoAs David said when urged one
God."
pke in this city,and thus avoids
upon
him, "Ills time will conie."
t
kill
to
attendan
day
all of tn., risks
commercial banking.
and it did, but David was guiltiess.
God has a "thus far" for all Ills enall of its loans are
and beyond that they cannot go.
emies,
payable in small
is a fullness of time of blessine
beginning
There
,
monthly payments
is
made,
loan
the
.
as
own and judgment for Hh
His
soon
upon
as
and thus reducing the loan and
adversaries. The sad part is to se'
Increasing our relative security
such as Jonathan cut off. But for such
all the time.
"to die is gain."
Call and let us explain the plans
LESSON XI.-David made kiug over
of the Association.
Judah and Israel (II Sam. 11, 1-7:
V. 1-5). Golden Text, II Sam. v, 10,
"David went on and grew great. and
the Lord God of Hosts was with him"
happy consummation to the quarter's
lessons, and as we consider if we are
carried on to the great consummation
when the Son of David shall sit on
David's throne and shall reign in righteousness over all Israel and all nations,

Clubbing
Offer

6 Pieces"Sanito"Cooking Ware
MIMIRIFT.S."..Lrer'.5"7"tr-s-xtrk•rv-

Absolutely
Given Away!

Here's a Good One

FREE

$1.55

What "Sanito" Is

The Tobacco Planter,

It is the ware you see advertised in all the leading Ladies magazines, especially those
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it fr om th
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expressage. The great excellence
of earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, tut the difficulty has always been the increased cost of the earthenware. By using Sanito earthenware cooking
vessels you secure the very best results, the food will not burn or stick, there is no danger

The Weekly Ky.,New Era

$1.65

The South Kentucky
Buildind Et Loan
Association

One Cooking Kettle,
Capacity 4 quarts

preparing
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholesomeness makes it especially valuable in
ome
food for the sick, while for all general cooking purposes it should displace unwholes
and dangerous metal vessels.
use than
T.le fact that Sanito is a non-conductor of heat makes it more economical to
welcome in
other ware. It retains heat atuch better than metal. It will be particularly
ed.
appreciat
is
food
om )3 where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked"

One

Both
Phones

eit-isasting
full
koas“-r,
size.

One 2 piet..4;

will give a set of Sanito.
must come direct
Orders given to agents will not be accepted on this offer-everything
afoffice. We are making.an unusual concession in. offering this ware and cannot

to this

ford to pay agents' commissions too.
on hand, so that
Every set comes packed in a separate box and we have a supply
ware is delivered free of
when your order is received it can be delivered promptly. This
are necessary they must
all charges at this office. If further express or freight charges
be borne by tke purchaser.

One

ran, capacity 2 quarts

Bake

Call at Our Office and See Samples.

Address, THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
an, capacity 1 quart

Um Bake 1

Circulation Dept.

'and there shall be neither adversary
Next to Court nor evil occurrent, and the nations shall
House
learn war no more.

•

-41*****Mitimiiimigoakeiumeart

I.

,

in
To every person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one year
FREE
TELY
ABSOLU
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give
a full set of this $2.60 ware-the genuine Sanito.
if
To every person who is now taking the New Era and who pays up all arrearages,
we
charges,
packing
y, and oas y ear in advance and the 98c for the expressage and

H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J.E.McPherson, Sec.

Bldg.

How To Get It

g kettle,
Capacity 2 quarts
4.10,
1
/

Because

Summer

of ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the vessel.
of
Sanito ware, produced by a skillful blending of clays, is mechanically perfect,
and
2onvenient sizes and shapes for all ordinary Purposes. Sanito will cook food evenly
y
absolutel
is
which
clay,
without burning it. It has an inside lining burnt right into the
to
ies
acid proof, and never cracks nor scales. You can cook anything from strawberr

cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored from what preceeded.
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and thcusands of progressive housekeepers use it ex-

Because

• ORS FEIRS,TEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS

Absolutely
Given Away!

Hopkinsville, Ky.

in

WEE

SEPT 18

Y

14 IN'ruCKY

'AGE 9
••••

•HORSE RECOVERED I
1

NEW NAME FOR A
HISTORIC

HIS BUGGY

Mabry, Notorious

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy without them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks forward to the Imur with appreDEPARTMENT PREVENTED 1HE
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
FLAMES FROM SPREADING
allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
system for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
Damage is Considerable.—Hook and its weight in gold."
$1.00 per bottle of druggista. Book
Ladder Squad Had Chance to

'ORE OVER SALOON' Womilogs
I
TUR

AND MR. JONES HAS GONE AFTER

Floyd

NEW ERA.

Youth,

of valuable information mailed free.

Charged With Theet.—Refuses to

Show Its Merit.

THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

Return Without Requisition.

(From Monday's Daily
(From Mon(lay's Daily)
••• •sres....•

• •

4W,
se

ofieli

eg-

E. D. Jones, whose horse and inie
gy were stolen lastMonday,recovered
his pioperty Saturday in Tennessee.
It's alleged that they had been taken
by Floyd Mabry, a boy of this place,
who refused to come back here without a requisition and he was left in
Nashville.
After securing the rig the boy
drove through to Guthrie and from
there headed for Nashville. At
Greenbrier he tt acted Mr.J ones' buggy for another one and he sold this
for $1.60 and an old saddle. He then
went on to a place about nine miles
from Lebanon. Tenn., where Mr.
Jones caught up with him and recovered his horse. - Mr. Jones is now
At a meeting of the congregation
on his way back home and will re- of the Ninth St., Presbyterian
cover his bugy when he reaches church held yesterday morning it
Greenbrier.
was decided to'change,the name 01
the church to the Westminster
Presbyterian church, owing to the
recent action of the council in
changing the names of the streets.
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, BlotcheS,
As _originally organized the church
Eruptions etc.,:Quickly Eradicated
was called the Old School Presbyby New Skin Remedy.
terian church of Hopkinsville. After
the war, when the division was made
Since the discovery of A. J. M."
the northern and southern
Prescription, the new skin remedy, between
churches. this congregation by a
its success has exceeded the most
two-thirds vote decide to remain
sanguing expectations of the dispens
ers who gave it to.the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial disfigurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burnings
and itchings of eczema are stopped
with the first application.
In minor skin troubles such as
rashes, • blotches, pimples, blackheads, barber's itch, salt rheum, ALL WONDERS OF CREATION IN
itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
RINGLINGS' CIRCUS.
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, results show after a few applications.
A muddy, greasy or sallow complexion is quickly improved over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price 50cts.
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN Fampus Menagerie Is Said to Be The
MEDICINE Co., Props., Toledo,
Finest Collection In the
Ohio.
World.

STOPS ITCIIINC INSTANTLY

I

RARE WILD ANIMALS

Fire broke out last night about'
8:30 o'clock in a room over Higgins
& Winders saloon at Central avenue
and Virginia street. There had been
no one in the room since Saturday
at noon and no cause can be assigned ior the blaze.
The departrnentresponded promptly and for the first time the book
and ladder equipment came into
general use. Every ladder was used,
the firemen going in at three windows. Although the .blaz.e had
reached alarming proportions the
department quickly .had it under
control. The damage to the firm of
Higgins & Winders will amount to
about $500 which is covered by insurance. The damage to the buildwithin the southern church, but the ing, which is owned by John Young,
minority withdrew and since then has not yet been estimated. It will
has been within the jorisdiction of be covered by insurance.
•rno...••••••••••11111.-111-01
the northern, by tile casting or lot3
Value of Insurance.
choosing the name of First church..
(.1) what was
Owing to its ,
l em ,
Pires originate in unexPeotecii
aiell
Nashville st., the original
laces
and from unknown cause.
church took it nettle frem Ulf,:.
,tree.t,
oubtless some one who reads this
w
wit; aftvi-watdt, elitinged tc tatIcle will sustain the next loss.1
Ninth St., when the name of the Are YOU insured and have you the
street was again changed. When best insurance your money can buy?
the mane was rt cently changed to The Giant Insurance Agency (InSecond Ave , the church di cided to corporated), settles their losses
adopt a name that was t borough ly promptly and equitably and guaran- •
Presbyterian and not derendent on tees to sell their policies at as low I
rate as any company doing business,
the locality.
Office in First National Bank building. Both 'phones.

PERSONAL 80851P,

(From Mondays Daily
Alderman William Klee the S i
Clarksville, visited his daughter,
Mrs. Henry Frankel, Saturday.

-••■•• •

Idwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING

AND ALL

KINDS OF REPAIR

WORK

For High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb. Phone 270

Home Phone 1408

New

Its

Garden Seed!1 Huylers
Two Packages
for

—-

She Wants
Take It To Her!

SUDDENLY EXPIRES1

We have just received a fresh
shipment and you know what
that means. It means, "Oh,
how good!" Remember a man
is known by the candy he
sends; of course it is Huyler's
she wants. See our show case.

1

Gus T. Brannon, who has removed Maj. Clay Stacker, one of Clarksville's
to Montgomery, Ala., is spending a
Prominent Citizens.
couple of. days with his family here
after a business trip to New York
and Chicago.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Sept. U.
Incorrorated
Maj. Clay Stacker, a prominent
Churchill Biakey left today for
644-44-44-64+4.-64
Lawrenceville, New Jersey, to con- citizen or this city, expired sudden- se++4-44-4-4-6-•44-4,
ly Sunday morning at 5 o'clock of ka-vir"Ilurirwa-virdkiLvink Ilr")641,111k411.
tinue his studies.
heart trouble. He had not been in
Hunter Wood,Jr
A W Wood
W. McL. Cowan, of Nashville,
Have
Kind
You
The
Always
Baught
the
best
of
health
for
several
weeks,
iein the
si.ent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
but was able to be at his office Sati3ignattue
Thomas W. Long.
urday morning, going home at noon.
Harry B. Montgomery is in George_ Soon after that hour he became ser14;
The most valuable collection of town for a few days.
iously ill but rallied, and seemed
wild animals in the world is the
Mrs. E. M. Flack has returned greatly improved. Maj. Stacker remenagerie feature
of Ringling
signed last night as commander of
from Dawson Springs.
Brothers' show, the largest circus
the volunteer guards who have been
Jamie McPherson returned yester- doing guard duty since the Night
organization of all time. Among
the odd creatures, nowhere else to day to Louisville after a visit to his Rider depredations in the tobacco
Office, Hopper
be seen, and above price, are three parents Mr. and Mts. J. E. McPher- district, on account of the condition
son.
giraffes, the last of their tribe; the
of his health. He was born in StewI will en
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
Miss Vera DeBow, who has been art county on Jan. 11, 1847, and
only rhinoceros in captivity; the alvisiting
friends
and
relatives
in
most extinct gnu, or horned horse,
_r
b41.
tvir164-trdr,
s_
Rome, Ga., and Nashville, Tenn., moved to Clarksville in his youth. -a
and a gigantic troop of forty ele- returned
He left school at age of 16, and enhome Saturday evening.
phants, the largest company ever
tered the Confederate army, serving
Miss Isabel Nash has gone to
I shown under canvas, and more than
in Company A. Second Kentucky
1908, unless sooner sold privately,ofI
Hickman,
Ky., where she has acI. twice as many as are with ay other cepted a
position as trimmer during regiment, under Col. Breckinridge.
ter for sale for division, at the court
show in America. In this priceless the milinary season.
He commanded company H. First
house door, in Hopkinsville, Kencollection of odd animal creatures
tucky, at public outery to the highJames E. Chappell visited his regiment, state guard, wheel that
sr:e4
the specimens are all perfect types,
Plus 25c Round
mother Mrs. Ida Chapple yesterday. company did valiant service at Coal
est bidder a certain tract or parcel
and 1e8 cages, lairs and dens are
Creek during the labor disturbanc,s
Trip to
of land situated in Christian county
used to carry them. The big mena(From
Daily)
Saturday's
a
number of years ago,- and afterKentucky, 2 miles north of Pem
gerie tent is the largest ever made
broke, and containing 368 acres.
MissLida Wilkinson, of Cadiz, is ward. was major of a battalion in
for a circus, and so big that an army
the state guard. He was br!gadier
a guest of Miss Myrtle Lindsay.
Said land will be first offered in lots,
of 5,000 men could be easily maneugeneral of the Tennessee division of
and then as a whole, and sold the
vered within its walls. Naturalists
Mrs.
Henry
Tandy
has
returned
the United Confederate Veterans
via
way it brings most money.
and explorers of fame positively pro- from Nashville, Tenn., where she and past grand master of the Odd
This property is in wood state of cul
nounce this menagerie the rarest, has been under treatment in a sani- Fellows' lodge in this state. His
tivation, and has 5 room dwelling,
largest and most valuable in exist- tarium. She is much better.
widow and five children survive him. l
slable and all other necessary outence. Frequently
colleges and
The latter are Mrs. J.E. Ellis, Mrs.
buildings, including two barns that
Moses L. Elb has returned from
schools are closed so that students
G. W. Coulter,of Birmingham,Ala.;
will house 25 acres of tobacco, and
may have the privilege of inspecting New York and the eastern markets. Clay Satcker.,Jr.,of Batesville,Mtss.,
is well supplied with water. This
this wonderful exhibition of wild
Mrs. Jackson Tate is visiting and Edwin Stacker of this city.Maj.
farm is one of the best tobacco raisanimal life. One may practically friends in Cairo, 111.
Stacker for a number of years was '
lug farms in Christian county. Over
make a tour of the world in the time
Account
city
engineer and city marshall of
.100 acres of this land is in fine
Mrs. Walter Nance, of Tampa,
devoted to the study of this immense
this city. At the time of his death he
timber, composed largely of red oak
zoological display, anti never again Fla., is in the city.
was engaged in the lumber business.
hickory.
and
will an opportunity present itself of
Possession given January 1st 1909.
C. M. Johnson has returned from
seeing a great many animals almost
Bucklen's Anfica 5alve
Terms: One third cash, balance
Madisonville.
extinct. The horse exhibition of the
two
years,
with
lien
retain, one and
The Best Salve In Tb.1 World.
Miss Katie C. Means, of Louisville,
Ringling Brothers' World's Greatest
43d in deed, to secure deferred payShows is another surpassing feature who has been visiting her parents,
ments.
that separates this marvelous .show Rev. Geo. H. Means and wife has 4 .4....%,,e-,.....virmi-yr-xs-vir-phia-vermore
For further information:apply to,
from all others. There are 650 horses returned home.
E. C. Gray
V. L. Gates
with the big enterprise, over 300 of I W. B. Ezell, of
LaFayette, was
which are performing animals of here yesterday.
Special Days
blue-blooded pedigree.
Mrs. J. D. Clark leaves today for
Monday, Sept. 24—Governors Day
The Ringling Brothers will exSchool Children's Day.
Hopkingville, where she will visit
hibit at Hopkins-eille Thursday Oct,
Tuesday, Sept. 15—Fraternal Day,
friends and relatives for several
1,
giving two performances, at 2
College
Day
eor Hunter Wood & Son., Hopkinsdays... C. M. Johnson, of Hopkinso'clock and at 8 o'clock. The big
Sept. 16—Louisville
Wednesday,
vine, Ky.
ville, has returned home after visitDay
Indiana
Southern
street
parade
will
leave
the
show
Day,
William Tandy, Agent.
ing relatives and friends in the city
Day
grounds
Ph
ursday,`_Sept.17—Kentucky
at
•
10
o'clock
sharply.
August 21st, 1908
for several d a y s.—Madisonville
Day.
Press
Tickets of admission and reserved
Hustler.
Friday, Sept. 18—Grange Day,
numbered seats can be bought at
Equity
Day.
Mrs. John D. Hill left this mornthe down town ticket office of RingSaturday,
Sept.. 19—Everybody's
Proprietors
Veterinary Surgeon, ling Brothers show day for exactly ing for Denvet, Colorado Springs,
Day.
lraduate of Ontario Veterinary Col the same prices charged at the San Francisco, Les Angeles and
Special attraceions every night.
lege, Toronto, Canada.
ticket wagons on the circus grounds. other points of interest, and will be
Fireworks. Numerous atPain's
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
absent
about
tractive
free shows.
two
months.
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. CasFEED
and
LIVERY,
BOARDING
Stallions;
fling
by
a
ness
tration ot
Miss Higbee, of Atlanta, is visitJ. C. HOOE, Adt
e
bA
process. Very specia surgical °pet
Kentucky State Fair.
ing
Mrs.
G.
A.
Hille.
@Mons for Us cure o Spavins and
Strinehalt. Neurotomy for the cure
Mrs. Rudolph Campbeli, of Oklaof lameness in Navicular diseases.
Louisville, Ky., September 14 to homa is a
guest of Mrs. James F.
Kentncky
Office at Gray & Oates livery stable, 19th the L. & N R. R., will sell
Pyle.
denear
Le&
N.
EastNinth street,
round trip tickets t one fare plus
pot. Telephone 145.
Horses Bought and Sold.
Mrs. Maynard Frazier, of. New
East Ninth Street
ALL CALLS by letter or telephon 25 cents. This will be the greatest Orleans, is visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
J.
Both
Next. to Court
Summer
held
in
Louisville.
ever
Cumh.145,
fair
Phones,
Home 1107
to.
attended
promptly
Phones
B. Wood, near the city.
House
Bldg.
HOPHINSVILLE - KENTUCHI 2tw tf
J. C. HOOE, Agent.
3r4MILvIMILvir"1.)1rAirh.,ink(

1

The Racket.

Cook &
Higgins
Wood & Wood
'
Snyder s
Real Estate
; Floral
1
Agents
;I
I
Block. c Establishment.

1.442e

Public
Sale
Mmiday September 28
at 1:30 o'clock p. m.,

neFare

Cor. N. Main and 4th St.
CUT FLOWERS POTTED PLANTS
:FERNS, PALMS, ROSES,
BULBS,
ETC.,

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Weddings, Funerals and AU Social
Functions. Decorations a Specialty
6

Cumb. Phone, 376-1

Louisville, Ky.

Boo
Feet of Curbing
for Sale

Kentucky
State Fair

Also several first-class

Iron Fences

Sept. 14=191 1908

William Tandy, R. F.
D.,No. 2, Hopkinsville,
Kentucky,

Meacham
Contracting Co.

4

Gray86 Gates

k.•

Incorporated.
1

DR. GB

Dr, R. L. Bradley,

1

Eclipse
Mei

4
A

DRS FEIRSTEIN &SMITH
DENTISTS

P. ISBEL,

—of the—

I

McKillip Veterinary

k

COLLEGE, ofX111CA00,
Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
for the practice of Veterinary (11
Surgery and Dentistry.
Office at Layne's Stable
Ninth Street.

°71,11IFIrr-710'710P-110P-WV'WP—OTP?

Bears the

Signature

Eiir 4C.3PL alit.•
The Kind YOIJ Ihne Alms WO

•
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ICE CREAM
WATER .

SHOWN

IN TOBACCO MARKET

RECIPE.
Vi pint condensed milk costs . . . .06c.
Add enough cold water to make one
quart ...... . . . . . .00
One 13c. package JELL-O ICE
13c
CREAM Powder

port of the Auditor of the
Association.

SEPT 113

0.100.1.1.•
NP1.2.0.

•

COUNCILMAN LIGE ARM1TRONG
ESCAPES BEING KILLED.

. . .19c.

Total .

Two Thirds of Crop is Housed.-Re-

•

i si.miww
B1 HAM'S ROTH "kr

and a small quantity of condensed
milk, if fresh milk cannot be had.
SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT

ef.^3,
•

••••••1.1.11111111...egle

MAKE
I
DCTTCl
SALES ARE
FROM

•

.E1 A.

JE

Mix all together thoroughly and
freeze. Don't heat or cook it;
don't add anything else. This
makes two quarts of delicious ice
cream in 10 minutes at very small
cost.

Knocked Down By a Piece of 1 iiin
at the L. & N., Freight
Depot.

PURE.

AND YOU KNOW IT'S
Five kinds. Chocolate, Vanilla, Strawberry, Lemon and Unflavorea'.

( From Saturday's Daily)
Councilman E. H. Aunstrong, of
Illustrated Recipe Book Free.
the itlovard, was painfully injured
The Genesee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
Tnursday by being struck by a
-400r
heavy piece of iron tiling at the L.
& N., freight depot. In fact he very
narrowly escaped death.
He was busy about removing some
freight when the tiling, which
weighs probably 300 pounds and
was leaning against the wall of the
building, fell and struck Mr. ArmREPORT OF NEW CALDWELL strond in the left side. He was
knocked down and could not got up
COUNTY OUTRAGE VERIFIED.
and his cries for help were answered
by Will searloss of the Crescent
Milling company. The injured man
to his home
Soldiers Sent to the Scene.-Victim is was taken in a carriage
on Central Avenue West. It is not
a Member of the Tobacco
thought the injuries are serious and
he is resting very well.
Association
2 packages 25c. at all grocers.

With nearly every tobacco market in the dark tobacco district showing steady decreases, the local market has shown more strength during
the past two weeks, the activity being notably better last week. For
the first time for some time the sales
last week passed the hundred mark
and a better demand is hoped for
from now on.
The Planters' Protective association reports the sale of 112 hogsheads
during the week, this ranging in
price from $7 to $12 per hundred
pounds. There is not much, if any,
of the fancy grades left at the local
salesroom of the organization, all
that is now on hand ranging as
quoted above.
The Society of Equity gave out
no report further than the statement
RE in greater demand than ever and deservedly so. A handsome,
The great and growing populaiity
that their business was about an
of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dissubstantial piece of furniture by day, a roomy, comfortable bed on
average for the past week.
scientific
its
to
both
due
is
covery
growing
the
of
two-thirds
•
Perhaps
occasion. You will appreciate their many good points. We have
PRINCETON; Ky., Sept. 12.-The compounding and to tho actted
crop has been cut and is now being
.
its
of
ingredients
fired. As is usual when this pro- report that Night Riders had de- medicinal value
them'upholstered in fabrics, pantasote and genuine leather, finished in rich
cess is being carried out, there are stroyed the sorghum mill of James The publication of the names of the
ingredients on the wrapper of every
frequent reports of barns being McGregor has been verified.
golden oak, birch mahogany and genuine mahogany, highly polished.
burned by flames starting from flyThe mill was blown up with dyna- bottle sold, gives aull assurance ot
its non-alcoholic character and reing sparks lodging among the dry- mite.
is
ing leaves. That tobacco which
It was situated ten miles north of moves all objection to the use of all
unknown or sesret remedy. It is
still in the field in injuring consider- this place on Tradewater river.
extermely
the
ably on account of
Mr. McGregor is said to be a mem- not a patent medicine nor a secret ,
dry weather.
ber of the tobacco association. He one either. This fact puts it in a'
The drouth prevents the plants lives in a section where there has class all by itself, bearing as it does
from ripening as they should and been much friction among the farm- upon every bsttle wrapper toe Baelgs
We will appreciate an opportunity of showing you. Get the habit of tradof Honestp, in the full list of its inunless rain comes soon, this portion ers.
ing at Keach's—it will' save you money. Your credit is good.
of the crop will further damage. The
Soldiers have been sent to the gredients. Many years of active
the
of
Pierce
Dr.
convinced
practice
has
that
brop this year is the largest
scene.
of many native roots as medibeen grown in several seasons.
Harvey McDowell, an old farmer value
agents and he went to great
D.
cinal
John
Auditor
of
The report
who lives in the same neighborhood
Scales, of the Planters' Protective night before last received a warning expense, both in time and in money,
association, for the ten markets in not to make up his sorghum crop to perfect his own peculiar processes
the black patch for the week ending under penalty of a visit from the for rendering them both efficient
September 5, shows the low water lawless band. Mr. McDowell for- and safe for tonic, alterative and
mark of the season, three of the merly raised considerable tobacco, rebuilding agents.
The "Golden Medicial Discovery"
markets not reporting. The figures but cut out the crop this year rather
weak stomach, indigestion, or
are:
than run the risk of having his barn cures
1111111111101MESM"MITET.sarsTACZ-Maa:=;SKT,'.1Zatiialiifirs
dyspepsia, torpid liver and
Total or house burned and being whipped.
Ilhds
7,737 There is a great prejudice growing ness, ulceration of stomach and
Springfield
630 in this county against the methods bowels and all catarshal affect
Cadiz
3,292 of the Night Riders, and it is not no matter what parts or organs may
73
Guthrie
Practice Limited to
3,066 unlikely that the citizens will adopt be effected with it.
81
Hopkinsville.
Diseases of the
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
4,226 some measures soon to force them to
34
Paducah
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
the original little liver pills, first put
1,951 cease their depredations.
61
EAST BOUND
Murray
Office in Summers building near
40 years ego. They regulate and in- No. 26, Nashville alai), leavss
1,583
6:30 a. m• courthouse. Phones-office, Cumb.,
49
Mayfield
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure vigorate, stomach, liver and bowels. No. 206, Nashville Mail, lerese s
7,344
.4:00 p. m. 918; Home 1210. Residence, Cuinb.,
70
Clarksville
but never .equaled.
Much
imitated
being
is
led
Preventics,
210; Home 1140. Office hours: 8 to
Tablets-cal
811
Russellville
WES h' BOUN
12 a. in.. 2 to 6 p. m.
dispensed by druggists everywhere. Sugar-qoated aud easy to tams a•
1,061. In a few hours Preventics are said candy. One to three a dose.
70
Princeton
11:20 a. m.
No. 321, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mill. at rivi-s
to break any cold, completely. And
8:15 re m• DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
No. 25, Clarksville and Hopkinsville Mail, arrive.'
31,803 Preventics being so safe and tooth438
Total
0. R. NEWMAN, Agent
some, are very fine for children. No
Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh
•••••••sommiogimpesirp..
nor sickening. Box of 44, '25c. Sold
Why?
• IsS's
by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., in•-•11k
From a small beginning the sale corporate I.
Cough
n's
Chamberlai
of
and use
It is rumored from a very reliable
Remedy has extended to all parts of
source that the I. C. is again to take
the United States and to many forit
Because
Why?
charge of the T. C.'re many weeks
eign countries.
bas proved especially valuable for
roll around.-Princeton Lsader.
coughs and colds. For sale by Anderson & Fowler Drug Co., incorpo.LOU1SVILLE, Ky., Sept. 12.- State of Ohio, City of Toledo, • ss.
rated.
Lucas County
.4-0•44
Herman Christian.• a labor leader
Cheney .makes oath that
J.
Frank
well known all over the state, com- lie is s'enior partner of the firm of F.
mitted suicide this morning byswal- J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
0-3
lowing carbolic acid. He died in the .City of Toledo, County and
great agony. Christian had been State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNAcquitted at Preliminary Trial at Mur- suffering from despondency 'for some DREEs.DOLLARS for each and
s
ray Saturday.
time.
every ease of Catarrh -that cannot be
Pe
-—
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
A Sure-enough Knocker.
Cure.
MURRAY, Ky., Sept. 14.-Dr.
before me and sub:- crihed
to
Sworn
Peter Kirk, who was charged with
J. C Goodwin, of Reidsville, N. in my presence, this 6th day of De•-:
Palbe•
forcing Will Ingram to make a false C., says: "Bucklen's Arnica Salve cember, A. D., 1888.
1
is a sure-enough knocker for uicers. (SEAL)
GLEASON,
\V.
A.
affidavit denying his confession, in
A bad one came on my h-g last sum=a'
Notary Public.
which it is alleged he implicated mer, but that wonderful salve
intaken
is
Cure
Catarrh
Hall's
Kirk's son in the burning of Hen- knocked it out in a few rounds. Not ternally,
and acts directly on the
Guaranteed
remained."
duck's barn in Galloway county, even a scar
mucous surfaces or the
and
blood
•
pies, sores, burns etc. 25c. at system. Send for testimonials tree.
for
Hols
Magistrate
by
discharged
was
Cook & Higgins and Cooks PharV)
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
land for "want of proof." Dr. Kirk macy drug stores.
posa
confor
Pills
Family
Hall's
Take
said that Ingram called at his house
stipation.
and asked to be brought to Murray
Real Estate.
_ the day he made the affidavit.
Itching Skin Diseases
Cri
List :sour property for sale with Are readily cured by Zemo. A liquid
County Judge A. J. G. Wells was
Cri
sworn off the bench at the prelimin- Wood & Wood real estate agents.
Our customers often remark when we test the ANCHOR
use. Zemo gives instant
external
for
C'D
74
block.
Telephones
Hopper
L
Office
F.
Magistrate
and
ary hearing
But you can not break them.
Shafts.
"mi
ft.d-w relief and permanently cures any form
and 14-2,
Holland presided in his place.
Anchor Shafts are NOT Made to Break
Dr. Kirk got rid of the newspaper
of Itching,Skin or Scalp disease. All
privthe
of
himself
W.
men by availing
E.
sample.
for
Write
BALM
BY
FLOOD
Druggists.
CURED
CANCER
ANCHOR Shafts are made of such good hickory and braced in
sm•
ilege of section 33 of the code, clearMo.
such a way they wiil withstand the severest strain. The bend of
Louis,
St.
Co.,
Blood
Diseases
and
Skin
Med.
All
Rose
1
'1
ing the courtroom on preliminary
the Anchor Shaft is braced with a truss construction like a bridge.
Also Cured
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
exaraination.
The entire ANCHOR Buggy is built on the same plan.
Mrs. M. L Admits, Fredonia,Ala.- Co., incorporated.
Best constructed buggy ever made.
took Botanic Blood Balm, which eff
An Ounce of Prevention
cured an eating cancer of
fectually
Every part of the Anchor on which there is any strain when in
Many.
Will
Interest
is worth a pound of cure. There arr the nose and face. The sores healed
is
use
braced and strengthened.
Every person should know that
many poor sufferers, consumptives up perfectly. Many doctors had givgotten quite gymnastic putting the ANCHOR through
We've
who are hopeless of getting well- en up her case as hopeless. Hund- good health is impossible if the kidtests
to show what it will stand.
different
them
who, if they had taken care of
reds of cases of cancer, eating sores, neys are deranged. Foley's Kidney
•
cough
A
well.
be
now
selves, would
suppurating swellings, etc , have Remedy will cure kidney and bladIs the foundation of consumption. been cured by Bleod Balm. Among der disease in every form, and will
et'
Ballard's Horehound Syrup will others Mrs. B M.(iuerney, Warrior build up and strengthen these organs
cure that cough. Mrs. S-, Great Stand, Ala. Her nose and lip were so thor will perform their functions
Call around some day and let us show you some of the severe
swim
Falls, Montana, writes: "I have us- raw as beef, with offensive discharge properly. No danger of Bright's
tests we put the Anchor through.
ed Ballard's Horehound Syrup in from the eating sere. Doctors ad- disease or diabetes if Foley's KidIt's a handsome buggy, too, and comfortable.
my family for years-my children vised cutting, but it failed. Blood ney Reno dy is taken in time. L. A.
owses
It'. everything you want in a buggy.
never suffer with coughs. Sold by Balm healed the sore and Mrs Otter- Johnson &Co.
Price? Well, it's too GOOD for the money.
L. A. Johnson & Co.
ney is ss Weit as ever. Botanic Blood
huitching
,tr ef ezeis:".
.
811R4YED-A. horse about 16 Balm al,
Mors, scale; and .9C1,1941, bone L;s ins;
P•rj
high, dark .bay, both hips ulcers, offensive pimpics, Won°. po',;Incorporated
crofels, risings and
dished and right hip shorter, scars on, carbuncles,
Qualls, Grocery
P.
W.
all
blood
by
and
skin
Wanted
the
on
bumps
on right hip and breast, white hind tioubles. Improves the dlostion,
We'll be glivi to see you any time and show you
on 6th street, dealer in staple and
feet. Reward if return to WM. H. strengthens weak kidneys. Drugabout the famous ANCHOR.
more
fancy groceries. Cash or exchange
t•41
PALMER, near Cerulean Springs. gists, $1 per large bottle, with comw2ino
d5twit plete directions for home cure. Sam- for produce.
ple free and prepaid by writing the
Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga. De- Dr.lissig's New LifePIUs
EARLY RISERS scribe trouble and special medical
The best In the world.
advice sent in sealed letter.
Tbe famous little pills.
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It's Always Nice Weather Indoors.

I Weak Kidneys NO FURTHER DELAY Louisville & NashviiiE Vaikcao

Corrected Jan. 13, 19i*

Time Card.

Weak Kidney*. !rarely point to weak kidney
serves. The Kidneys, like the ;Heart, and the
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is
a medicine specifically preoared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
scalds. or is dark and strong,if you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kid.
ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a monthTablet- or Liquid-and see what it can and will
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell

Dr. Shoop's
Restorative

ANDERSON-FOWLER DRUG CO.
(Incorporated)

•

NORMAL

081110

BOOKKEEPING

•61_:•••-

* DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
ors .14,0 WM BY *LIU
(Incorooratsd)
PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
EV ANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS

Sex-t
to Pt ousetLebeperin

Licbig COMPANY'S
Extract of Bed

SAM
les t," -,41r.

•
•

FAO -

NORTH BOUND.
6.40 a. m.
21i6 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave
i I :30 a. m.
802 Evansville and Louisville Mail
6:25 p. m.
340 Princeton Mixed
SOTTTII BOTJND.
10:00 a. m
25, Hopkingville Mixed, arrives
3:60 p. m.
206, EvansvAle Mail,arrives
.
p. m
..
es..
6:26
arriviv
Mail,
lle
Louisvi
821 Evansville and
G. R. NEWMAN, Agent

At Hopkinsville, Ky.

KENT UCKI ANS WARNED.
PADUCAH, Ky., Sept. 10.—A
number of Kentuckians from Ballard c9unty are being given a taste
of night, riding in Mississippi. They
went to Harris, Mississippi, to haul
lumber for the Tulane Lumber company, which refused to :lire the native teamsters because of their exorbitant demands. The Kentuckians
have received warning notes,accomt
named Ly bundles of switches, to
move away or take the consequences. They say they will rpmain.

25 miles; if you spend
If you spend $15.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to
pt for your
$25.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 50 miles. Get a recei
ers
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any of the followind memb
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.

FORBES MANUFACTURINVCO.
(Incorporated)

41...velr-arcrke...virsiii.sr-b.G.>IMILVIIrSkiL
•
91
Be)ok
C;crrk
C
‘
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
tellir,g how to prepare delicate
and delicious dish.s.
Eye, Ear, Nose and
C
;
77,
Box
0.
P.
CO.,
G
LEIBI
Address
Test made free of
Throat.
New York
charge for glasses. Phoenix Bldg., Main St. Hop•
E.44'S
.10

N

Railroad Fares Refunded

HORTHAND

S;)ifttele
Pnrereent
-$3
CourtReporters
n
Draugho
nd
4,•vrIte the system of Shortha
teaches, because they know It is THE BEST
FOE? FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Who
learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, cal
)11 or write JNO. F. DRAUGHON,President

, •.

Effective April 26th, 1908

Shoppers Will Have Their

Dr/aeon gives contracts, backed by chain
of 30 Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and IS
y oars' success, to secure positions uncle'
reasonable conditions or refund tuition.
Draughon'scoM•
petitors, by not
accepting lilt
proposition, concede that he teaches monBookkeeping In THREE months than they
to in SUL. Draughon can convince YOU-

•

Time Card

EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!

COOD
•

NORTEL
L
SCHOO
6,40 0
IN GETTING
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:24 a in No. Si LA. 1,0u I FS Express
.5:i5
Mail.
Fast
Louis
10:u6 p m No 63 tzt.
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.
MATTER BEFORE CCU iTS
No. an Cliica.go and New
No. 92 Chicago and New
11:50 p
)lenu. Limited
6.09 a m
Orleans Limited
N.).,66 Hopkineville Accom.8:65 p in Nc,55 Hopkiisvi1le Accom.7:0 a
a n.
9
.6:40 p m No. 96
Brilliant Array of Attorneys Employed No. 94.... . .
s.fl-t
%II,4
Nos. 62 and 54 connect, at St. Louis foi all
to Represent the School Interests
..,oints as far Pout!: J
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis
the exs
and
ati
Cincinn
lle,
for
and
Louisvi
Erin
to the Finish.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at ti•ithrie for LouisvilL, Chi
\os. &rip F1-, atm° oonno,
• nnati and all points north and east thereof
points.
way
s
and
for Memphi
Earling
N.92 rung through to St Louis and will c rrry t.sr•rserwerm
The members of the board of regents of the Western Kentucky tin. Madisonville and Henderson
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta and M4;.•,./.1. Also ririlynali i ee
State Normal school met in FrankNew Orleans. Catilo-cir at tiuthrie for oir tr, .).sr •71.-1
fort on Monday with the regents
J C. ROOF, Agt.
of the Eastern Kentucky Normal
and representatives from the State
university and made final arrangements tor prosecuting the claims
through the -courts. Messrs. McQuown & Beckham, J. McK.
Moss and W. 0. Davis were engaged as attorneys.:The.case will be
taken up at once in the Franklin circuit court which convenes at Frankfort Monday, and the case will be
tan through the courts with the
least delay. The argument in the
court of appeals will be made by the
Hon. Lewis McQuown. A decision
is expected fron;the court of appeal
early in October, as it is thought the
court will advance it because of its
importance and because of its former decisions.

!Finois central
Raii rGad
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ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO.
(Incorporated)

PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)

J. T. WALL & CO.

F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated)

THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated)

R. C. HARDWICK
W. A. P'POOL & SON
L. L. ELGIN
COOK & HIGGINS
BASSETT & CO.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE
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Ilopkinsville's Great Fashion Show

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 23rd and 24th, all the Millinery
Openings of the city, together with our own display of millinery and
Ladies Garments,will make this the "Greatest Fashion Show" western
Kentucky has ever seen. The growth of these two departments is the
pride of our business and early buying already begun has firmly established the popularity of these departments for this season. In millinery we have
- peculiar advantages in that we send both the trimmer and saleslady to New
s';--"olerse seaSeesre,-York to study the styles and assist in selecting the stock. Miss Annie Cayce,
whose genius and wonderful taste in suggesting wearable hats is well known,
spent two weeks in New York selecting stock and studying styles in the most ex=
clusive millinery parlors of the city, and is better prepared than ever to cater to the
- buying public she knows so well. Miss Stanly, our new trimmer, comes direct from
New York. She has made a life study of millinery under the most skillful and exacting
teachers in America. She comes to us fairly alive with new ideas, original creations and
with an enthusiasm and love for her work that will insure conscientious and careful attention'to every hat entrusted to her. Wednesday we will show 200 pattern hats, from the
stylish hat at moderate price up to the most exclusive patterns at $65.00. In Ladies Garments we were determined to outdo our best previous efforts. Our achievements have been
fully as satisfactory as our endeavors were determined. A Fall Fashion Show awaits you such
as you never experienced in this locality. Wednesday, Sept. 23rd, is the day and you are cordially invited to come and bring all your friends and to buy if you feel tempted or to look to your
heart's content if you are not ready to buy. RAILROAD FARES FREE

J. H. ANDERSON & COMPANY
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BERN IS BURNED
lab

1-AIRVIEW NOTES.
7721
Miss Beatrice Hurt, of near Hopkinsville, is spendirg the week wite
her ce: usin, Miss Ella Everett.

NUE BY A TRAIN
-

J. H. COLE, AN L. & r. FIREMAN,
Mr. and Mrs. Maxey Wade, who
J. H. OUVALL LOST HIS ENTIRE
THE VICTIM
recently moved here from HopkinsCROP OF TOBACCO
ville, are confined to their heds with
an attack (')f fever.

SOUTHALL-SMITHSON.

DRouTH
is
sui
-1

Miss Verna Louise Southall and
Mr. B. C. Smithson were united in
the holy bonds of wedlock today at
Nashville, Tenn. The happy couple
left Hopkinsville on the Louisville
and Nashville accommodation. They
were met in the Tennessee capital
by relatives and friends and went at
once to the Maxwell house where
the ceremony was impressively performed. There were no objections
to the marriage on the part of the
parents of the young sweethearts,
but they decided to assume the nuptial vows in Nashville in order to
avoid the details incident to a home
wedding. The bride is the lovely
and attractive daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Southall and a sister of
Hon. Herman Southall. The fortunate bridegroom is a son of Mr.
W. R. Smithson and a popular and
prosperous merchant of Bolivar in
South Christian. Mr. and Mrs.
Smithson will return home tonight.
They will board for the present with
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Ward at Bolivar.

Rev. W. C. Brandon, pastor of the
this con-i- Said to Have Gone to Sleep on The
Braze is Sup.)oirid to; Have Started Methodist church, is it.
munity visiting his congregation beTrack.-Body Was Terribly
From a Coal Left From
conference.
to
fore he goer
Mutilated.
Fxing.
hey. C. Huchison, of Spokane.
Wash., will occupy the pulpit at the
Baptist church in this city 6unday
morning at 11 o'clock. Every one is
From Wednesday's Daily)
(From Wednesdas Daily)
cordially invited to attend this serL. H. Cole, a fireman on a LouisH. Duvall, who lives .six miles vice.
ville & Nashville freight train was
from tows On the Greenville read,
Bud Reeves, ith aged white men, killed by his own train in the
toit,Ibis barn and entire crop of tobricco grown this year, by tire was found unconscious on the side yards near Latham this morning
last) night. The tobacco was esti- of the pike near the old toli-gate last about 6 o'clock.
Exactly how. the accident occurred
mated at 12,000 pounds and was an Sunday morning, and upon examiunot clear, hilt it is certain that he
sufwas
is
aSueually fine and well cured crop. alion it was found that tie
Nothing whatever was saved from fering from a sun-stroke. havine went to sleep either on or so near
ovir-exerted himself in sunning. A the track that the train struck him.
the barn and there was no insurance
,
One report says that he leaned up
last accounts he was improving.
on it.
We have an expert watch smith
against the fence at a cattle guard
The curing process was competed
Frank Layton lost his horse in a
and jeweler. Let us do your repairlate; Yesterday afternoon and the rather peculiar way last week. A while his train was switching, and
th.at he was struck in this manner. ing. Forbes M'f'g. Co. Incorporated.
ought.
fires were put out, as it was tk,
large knot came on one side of the Another report says that while the
'Mr. Duvall stated this morning horse, thought to have been caused
he went
that evidently some of the coak from a snake bite, and he had it train was standing still
and
of
engine
the
were overlooked and that tho blaze Ihnced. In doing so one of the around in front
started from these. Tne 4,es falls arteries was cut, and the animal at down on the track and fell
not knowing
George A. Pike, as administrator
'very boavily upon. Mr. Duvall and bled to death before the flow of blood asleep. The engineer,
engine
where he was, started the
for Ora Pike, 'iris filed suit for -$2,000
his many friends sympathize with could be stopped.
and Cole's death resulted in this against the Evansville Packing comFoley's Orino Laxative is a new manner.
pany, upon rather unusual grounds.
the
on
improvement
an
remCdy,
ChamRecommend
The body was horribly mutilated,
The plaintiff states in his petition
Why Druggists
laxative of former years, as it does
berlain's Colic, Cholera and
almost
unrecognizable
an
being
his three-year-old daughter
It
that
not gripe or nauseate and is pleaDiarrhoea Remedy
and
flesh
torn
and
mashed
died on July 3 from poison contained
sant to take. It is guaranteed. L. mass of
Mr. Frank C. Hanrahan, a promi- A. Johnson & Co.
crushed bo4es. Cole was about in some bologna sausage which she
aent druggist of Portsmouth. Va.,
twenty-five years of age and live in ate. He charges that this sausage
says: "For the past six years I have
Chamberrecommended
Nashville. The body was prepared was put up by the defendant comsold an.'
Diarrhoea
and
Cholera
Colic,
lain's
for burial here and sent to Nashville pany and sold by them to a wholeand Diarrhoea Remedy. It is a great
where it will be interred.
sale house and they in turn to a reremedy and one of the best patent
16.—By
Sept
Y.,
N.
SARATOGA,
tail dealer in Kelley, who sold it to
medicines on the market. I handle
Millions of bottles of Foley's the family. He states that after the
iaome others for the same purpose a vote of 827 out of a total of 1,000,
that pay ills larger profit. but this which was later made unanimous, Honey and Tar have been sold with- child died he had a sample of the
remedy Is so sure to effect a cure, Gov. Charles E. Hughes was re- out any person ever having experi- sausage analyzed by a physician and
enced any other than benefice' reand my customer o ePrtain to apgovernor on the first sults from its use tor congtits, colds it was found to contain poison. The
preciate my recommending it to nominated for
bile, that / give it the preference." ballot by the republican state con- and lung trouble. This is because charge is made that the defendant
for sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug vention. Senator Horce White was the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar through negligence, in not taking
in the yellow package contains no
Vie, incorporated.
nominated for lieutenant governor, opiates or other liare:ful drugs. proper precautions in racking the
the secretary casting one bailot for Guard your health. by 4'elusiattway, sausage, is responsible for the child's
at ath.
buty the genuine.
him.
little pills.
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HAS REACHED
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ALARMING

STAGE IN THIS REGION.-

Kentucky Crops are Suffering Greatly
And People's Health is also
Being Threatened.

The drouth, which seems to be
general all over Kentucky, has
reached an alarming stage in this
ction. For weeks the farmers and
wn people have united their prayfor rain but except a few localities the showers have not come and
these which did fall were far short
of what was needed. Streams are at
a lower ebb than has been known
for years and many of them have
ceased running and are only a succession of stagnant pools while
others have dried up entirely. The

h eweanyg
hhigb
sraoruenddteoepthin
e fi
d ust
nness of powder by the passing travel
and which rises insuffocating clouds 124
at the slightest breeze or the passage
of a vehicle.
Crops are suffering greatly. About
a third of the tobacco crop is still in
the field And the dry wcather prevents it from ripening as it should
and it is showing the effects of the
hot atmosphere. Corn, unless rain
comes soon will not mature as it
should by a big per cent and other
crops will suffer likewise.
Leaves are falling from the trees
almost as freely as if a succession of
heavy frysts had come.
The public health in some sections
is being threatened by malaria resulting from these conditions. Chills '
seem to be the prevailent form of
the sickness and these have become
common in neighborhoods which
have, been free from them for a generation. As yet serious attacks of
fever have been scarce.
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PARKER'S
HAIR BAP SAM

Cleans...a and b.-Amu:se5 ,• hair.
Prouu,tes a luxuriant e,sts.
ev.7 Fails to Restore Gray
E air to its Youthful Color. t
Curee scalp diseases ac hair
Z:t1c,sad $1.0u at Deuggites.
MINN
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BoLoGNA SAUSAGE
411
Brackrogge & Bro ,

ammo,.

HUGHES NOMINATED

EARLY

RISERS

The famous

•

41.
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Call or Phone\ Us Your Orders For

Pure Whiskey or Brandy,
•

I

Home Made Blackberry Cordial, etc.

Try a Case of Frank Fehr's Beer or Malt Tonic,
it will build you up.

First Class Restaurant Attached.
a)

Home Phone 1318, Cumb. 134
711°

NO. 11, CENTAL AVENUE tft
irr-ifrP-0 rVT-1111-710'711"-Ww-or.Vrq
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